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Recent Cases of Interest:
• Howard v. Omni Hotels (2012) 203 Cal.App.4th 403 (expert testimony not
allowed re consumer expectations of a product)
• Bell v. Mason (2011) 194 Cal.App.4th 1102 (trial court's exclusion of expert's
testimony for lack of personal interview with subject reversed)
• People v. Jones (2012) 54 Cal.4th 1 (expert unqualified only ifs/he clearly
lacks necessary qualifications)
• Sanchez v. Brooke (2012) 204 Cal.App.4th 126 (expert testimony not allowed
re risk of fire from smoking in bed)
• Cole v. Town of Los Gatos (2012) 205 Cal.App.4th (expert testimony re risk
posed by gravel strip admissible as were statements re motorists' intended
conduct)
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BEST USE OF EXPERT WITNESSES IN REAL ESTATE CASES

I.

When is expert testimony admissible? (Evidence Code

A.

§

801)

General standards of admissibility
1.

An expert is a person who provides opinion evidence

on a subject which is beyond the common experience of
the trier of fact when said opinion will assist the
trier of fact.
Howard v. Omni Hotels {2012) 203
Cal.App. 4th 403.
2.

An expert need not have personal knowledge of the

facts, but draws conclusions from facts which are in
evidence. Dina v. Dept. of Transportation (2007) 151
Cal.App.4th 1029; see also,
v. Gustafson (2010)
180 Cal.App.4th 56.

B.

3.

Opinion on ultimate issue: expert opinion testimony
may embrace the ultimate issue to be decided by the
jury. Evid. Code § 805; ~M=i~l~l~e~r=-v~·-=L~o~s=-=-=-=-~-=-=:..:::._-=-=-===~
Flood Control Dist. (1973) 8 Cal.3d 689.

4.

Weight v. Admissibility:
the admissibility of expert
opinion is determined by the court as a matter of
law, but the weight to be given expert opinion
testimony is normally determined by the trier of fact
(jury). Kastner v. Los
itan
it
Auth. (1965) 63 Cal.2d 52.

Appropriate subjects for expert testimony.
1.

Standard of conduct {fiduciary duties).
ccardo (1992) 4 Cal.App.
41.

2.

of care of at
(1995) 35
.4
1070.

Mirabito v.

4

6.

C.

II.

Value of Real Property. Evidence Code §§ 810
to 824; Saunders v.
(1996) 42 Cal.App.4th 1538.

Inappropriate subjects.
1.

The law:
Co. v. Albert & Oliker
(1989) 47 Cal.3d 863; Summers v. A.L. Gilbert Co.
(1999) 69 Cal.App.4th 1155.

2.

Conduct which is not a legal cause of damages. Ulloa
v. McMillin Real Estate Mortgage (2007) 149
Cal.App.4th 333; Lazy Acres Market Inc. v. Tseng
(2007) 152 Cal.App.4th 1431.

3.

Subject not beyond common experience of jury.

The role of an expert.

A.

Consultant to advance knowledge of case and provide theme
of case; work product privilege.

B.

Assistant with discovery, document evaluation, good faith,
expert meetings, ADR and motion for summary judgment.
Nardizzi v. Harbor Chrysler Plymouth Sales, Inc. (2006) 136
Cal.App.4th 1409;Johnson v. Superior Court (2006) 143
Cal.App.4th 297; WRI v.
(2007) 154 Cal.App.4th 525.

C.

Expert as an advocate of his or her opinion and the case
(compare with State Bar Rule 5-310(B) [a member may not
"[d]irectly or indirectly pay, offer to pay, or acquiesce
in the payment of compensation to a witness contingent upon
the content of the witness's testimony or the outcome of
case" J) •

III. How to choose an expert.
A.

B.

Cross-over
.3d 8.

. Mann v.

{1985} 38

c.

Credibility: A credible scenario has no major gaps
in evidence or logic.

D.

Demeanor of expert.

E.

Ability to communicate: The expert as a teacher.

F.

Independence and impartiality.

G.

Prior experience.

H.

Note:

I.

The conflict's trap: Western Digital Corp. v. Superior
Court (1998) 60 Cal.App.4th 1471; Collins v. California
(2004) 121 Cal.App.4th 1112; Shandralina v. Homonchuk
(2007) 147 Cal.App.4th 395.

when to retain expert.

(See attached Conflicts Checklist as an example.)
IV.

Preparing the Expert.

A.

Scope of assignment.

B.

Pleadings.

C.

Documents.

D.

Depositions.

E.

Client/Party interview/meeting (but see Evidence Code
and Evidence Code § 952).
summary judgment,
Code § 1128).

F.

's notes:

v.

Expert discovery.

of

scovery

§

ion

721

B.

1.

Demand for exchange: 10 days after initial trial
setting or 70 days before trial (C.C.P. § 2034.210).

2.

Exchange: 50 days before initial trial date (C.C.P.
§ 2034.230).

3.

Discovery cutoff: 15 days before initial trial date
(C.C.P. § 2024.030).

Expert witness declaration (C.C.P.

§

2034.260).

1.

Disclose experts or state no experts (Fairfax v.
Lords (2006) 138 Cal.App.4th 1019).

2.

Non-retained or party experts (e.g., Evidence Code
§ 813 [owner of property]).

3.

Substance of Declaration

4.

1.

a.

Qualifications: A brief statement of the expert's
qualifications (C.C.P. § 2034.260(c) (1)).

b.

General substance of intended testimony (C.C.P.
2034.260(c) (2)).

c.

Ready to testify: representation that the expert
has agreed to testify at trial and will be
sufficiently familiar with the pending action to
provide a meaningful oral deposition (C.C.P. §
2034.260(c)(3) & (4)).

d.

a statement of the expert's
Costs and fees:
hourly and daily fee for providing deposition
testimony and
consulting
th the retaining
attorney (C.C.P. § 2034 .260 (c} (5)).
emental

SC

{C.C.P.

§

2034.280).

cat
prepare or not to prepare a

tten

§

(See Expert
D.

scovery Stipulation)

Depositions.
1.

The basic

sues.
ions.

(a)

Quali

(b)

Expert must state all opinions which she intends
to give at trial.
(2000)80
Cal.App.4th 557;
(2007)
151 Cal . App . 4th 15 9 .
(i)

Opinions withheld at deposition
inadmissible. Jones v. Moore (2000) 80
Cal.App.4th 557.

(ii) Expansion on opinions offered at deposition
admissible. DePalma v.
(2007) 151
Cal.App.4th 159.
(iii) Changed or additional opinions may be
admissible. Eas
v. Clark (2009) 171
Cal.App.4th 772.
(c)

Hearsay
(i) An expert witness may state on direct
examination both
reasons for his or her
opinion and
matters on which it
based.
Code § 802;
v. Catlin (2001) 26
Cal. 4
81.
on matters

(e)
2.

3.

Additional work.

Cross-examination issues (Evidence Code

§

721).

(a)

Bias toward litigation work and/or plaintiff's or
defense side. Stony Brook I Homeowners v. Sup.
Ct. (2000) 84 Cal.App.4t 691.

(b)

Matters referred to, considered or relied upon.

(c)

Books admitted to be a reliable authority.

(d)

Basis for opinions.

(e)

Hypothetical questions: looking for the major
gap in facts or logic.

(f)

Criticisms of opposing expert.

(g)

Questions for expert deposition (see attached
Expert Deposition Outline).

Deposition particulars.
The general rules for depositions apply to expert
depositions (C.C.P. § 2034.410), with the exception of
the following:
a.

Location of deposition: within 75 miles of the
courthouse where the action is pending (C.C.P. §
2034.420).

b.

Compensation

deposition.

( i)

on

(iii) "The party taking the deposition shall
either accompany the service of the
deposition notice with a tender of the
expert's fee based on the anticipated length
of the deposition, or tender that fee at the
commencement of the deposition ... If the
deposition of the expert takes longer than
anticipated, the party giving notice of the
deposition shall pay the balance of the
expert's fee within five days of receipt of
an itemized statement from the expert"
(C.C.P. 2034.450).

VI.

Trial Testimony
A.

Bringing the expert up-to-date.

B.

Evidence Code Section 402 hearing on qualifications.
Medical Center (2008)

C.

Motions in limine to exclude expert testimony.
AmTower v. Photon
(2008) 158 Cal.App.4th 1582.

Common bases to move to exclude expert or expert testimony:
•
•
•
•

•

Testimony irrelevant. (Evid. Code § 350);
Witness not qualified as expert on particular subject to
which opinion relates (Evid. Code§ 801(a));
Opinion not likely to assist jury (not "sufficiently beyond
common experience") (Evid. Code§ 801(a));
Opinion not based on reliable facts or data (not matters
"of a type that reasonably may be relied upon by an expert
in forming an opinion upon the subject") {Evid. Code §
801(b));
or
on
as
matter" (e.g., no
80

•
•
3 52) .

D.

ons on
Guevara

E.

Direct Examination
1.

Qualifying the Expert
a.

Before expert opinion testimony may be offered,
the expert must be shown to have "special
knowledge, skill, experience, training, or
education" about the subject involved.
Evid.
Code § 720(a); People v. Loker (2008) 44 Cal.4th
691.

b.

Testimony in this area generally includes
discussion of the following qualifications:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

c.

Education, including degrees and honors
received.
Certification, licensing and/or registration
obtained.
Professional membership in expert's field or
expertise.
Publications.
Teaching experience.
Professional experience.
Prior experience as an expert.
Any other professional accomplishments related
to area of expertise.
Optional - "Your Honor, I would offer Mr./Mrs.
[Blank] as an expert on the standard of care of
[blank] . "

Practice tip: have expert prepare and provide attorney
wi
a detailed C.V. or summary of foregoing information.
ter qualification,

2.

•
•
•

ee
on courtroom
serve as segues

ons.
t

•
•
F.

Question:
Question:

What is your opinion as to . . . ?
What is your basis for that opinion?

Cross-Examination
uonce an expert offers his opinion ... he exposes himself
to the kind of inquiry which ordinarily would have no
place in the cross-examination of the factual witness.
The expert ... may be subjected to the most rigid crossexamination concerning his qualifications, and his opinion
and its sources." Grimshaw v. Ford Motor Co. (1981) 119
Cal.App.3d at 757.
1.

Common proper areas of cross-examination include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Expert qualifications;
Subject matter of the expert testimony;
Matters on which the expert opinion is based;
Reasons for the opinion;
Bias;
Prior inconsistent statements;
Qualifications of opposing expert;
Altering assumptions/hypotheticals;
Limited factual basis;
Compensation.

See generally, Evid. Code
2.

§

721.

Common materials to cross-examine expert include:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Expert's own deposition;
Depositions of key witnesses;
Textbooks, rules and regulations, and other
secondary sources;
Documents utili
on to
lit
responses;

1
2

3
4

5
6.
7

8

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

9

CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO

10
11

) Case No. XOXOXOXOXOXOXO

JOHN DOE,

)

12

Plaintiff,

vs.

13
14

) STIPULATION AND ORDER REGARDING
) DISCLOSURE·AND DISCOVERY OF
) EXPERT TESTIMONY

AN~TA

)
)
)

ROE anp. ABC REALTY,

15

Defendants.

)

16
17

1.

18

PURPOSES AND LIMITATIONS
Disclosure and discovery activity in this action are likely to

19

involve attorney-expert communications for which disclosure and

20

discovery and use for any purpose would chill and discourage the

21

interactive process between an attorney and an expert.

22

the

23

following Stipulation and Order Regarding Disclosure and Discovery of

Accordingly,

hereby stipulate to and petition the Court to enter the

("Order") .

intend that this Order will

The

this

(4

DEFINITIONS

12

aV'ailable

2.1

1

2

PARTY:

any party to this action, including all of its

officers, directors, employees, consultants, and their support staff.

3

DISCLOSURE or DISCOVERY MATERIAL:

2.2

all items or information,

4

regardless of the medium or manner generated, stored, or maintained

s

(including, among other things, testimony, transcripts, or tangible

6

things) that are produced or generated in cormnunications by and between

7

the expert of

8

definition includes trial consultants retained in connection with this

9

li :tigation.

10

2.3

a

PARTY and that PARTY and/or that PARTY's COUNSEL.

COUNSEL:

This

attorneys who are retained to represent or advise a

PARTY in this action.

11

12

2.4

TRIAL EXPERT:

a person with specialized knowledge or

13

experience in a matter pertinent to the litigation who has been

14

retained by a PARTY or its COUNSEL to serve as a trial expert witness

15

in this action.
2.5

16

RECEIVING PARTY:

17

DISCOVERY MATERIAL.

18

3.

a PARTY who receives DISCLOSURE or

SCOPE
The protections conferred by this Order cover not only DISCLOSURE

19
20

or DISCOVERY MATERIAL {as defined above}, but also any information

21

copied or extracted therefrom, as well as all copies, excerpts,

22

summaries, or compilations thereof, plus testimony, conversations, or
PARTIES or COUNSEL to or in court or in other

23
24

4.
6

27

reveal DISCLOSURE or DISCOVERY MATERIAL.

that

DURATION
Even

the termination

the

this Order shall remain in effect until the
in wri

or a court order otherwise directs.

13

DISCLOSURE ANO DISCOVERY LIMITATIONS

5.

1

2

5.1

TRIAL

EXPERT

Preparation Protection for Draft Reports:

The

3

work-product privilege shall protect drafts of any report or disclosure

4

regardless of the form in which the draft is recorded.

5

5.2

Trial Preparation Protection for Communications Between a

6

PARTY and PARTY'S COUNSEL and Expert Witnesses:

The work-product

7

privilege shall protect communications between a PARTY or a PARTY's

8

attorney and any TRIAL EXPERT regardless of the form of the

g

communication, except to the extent that the communications:
(a) relate to compensation for the expert's study or

10

testimony;

11

(b) identify facts or data that the PARTY or PARTY's attorney

12

13

provided and that the expert considered in forming the opinions to be

14

expressed; or
(c) identify assumptions that the PARTY or PARTY's attorney

15

16

provided and that the expert relied on in forming the opinions to be

17

expressed.

18

6.

UNAUTHORIZED DISCLOSURE OF PROTECTED MATERIAL

19

If a RECEIVING PARTY learns that, by inadvertence or otherwise, it

20

has received DISCLOSURE or DISCOVERY MATERIAL from any person or in any

21

circumstance not authorized under this Order, the RECEIVING PARTY must

22

immediately (a) notify in writing the other parties of the unauthorized

23

disclosures

4

use its best efforts to retrieve all

of the

and (c) inform the person or person

DISCLOSURE and DISCOVERY

were made
26

Order.

1.

MISCELLANEOUS
7.

Relief:

Order

14

the

1

right of any person to seek its modification by the Court in the

2

future.

3

By stipulating to the

7. 2

4

entry of this Order, no PARTY waives any right it otherwise would have

5

to object to disclosing or producing any information or item on any

6

ground not addressed in this Order.

7

right to object on any ground to use in evidence of any of the material

8

covered by this Order.

9
10

7.3

Similarly, no PARTY waives any

The parties agree to be bound by the terms of this

Stipulation and Order.
IT IS SO STIPULATED, THROUGH COUNSEL OF RECORD,

11
12
13

Dated

~~~~~~~~~-

14

Attorney

JOHN DOE

Attorney·

ANITA ROE

15
16

17
ABC

18
19

IT IS SO ORDERED:

20

6

15

REALTY

HAROLD JUSTMAN
EXPERT WITNESS CONFLICT CHECKLIST
Attorneys

Parties
Buyer:

Listing Agent:

Selling Agent:

Seller:

Others:

Venue:

Trial Date:

16

EXPERT DEPOSITION QUESTIONS

1.

When retained and by whom.

2.

Brief review of CV.

3.

Prior work as consultant or expert witness:
A. Number of times.
B. Number of times for this attorney.
C. Number of times for plaintiffs v. defendants.
D. Types of cases.
E. Names of other cases, depos. and counsel.

4.

How many hours spent on this case, including:
A. Review of documents and material.

B. Conferences with others.
C. Research.
D. Examination, tests and demonstrations.

5.

Opinions or conclusions reached in this case.

6.

Facts relied upon in forming these opinions.

7.

What facts inconsistent with these opinions, or that cannot be reconciled with
opinions.
(Repeat 5-7 as many times as necessary, always asking, "Any other opinions?")
Do
etc.

need any

like

17

Proper Foundation For Cross-Over Expert
Attorney License

I Real Estate Agent License

Professional overlap

Professional commonality of issues

Commonality of education training and licensure

Sufficient knowledge of star1dard of care based on education
experience observation or association

18

_CROSS-EXAMINATION OF QUALIFICATIONS OF ACADEMIC
EXPERT ON STANDARD OF CARE OF REAL EST ATE BROKERS

IV.A.

Q:

You are a professor ofreal estate law, is that correct?

A:

Q:

Have you ever listed a home for sale?

A:
Q:

Have you ever written up an offer for a home buyer?

A:
Q:

Have you ever represented a seller or buyer in the purchase of a home?

A:
Q:

Are your students taking your class to obtain a degree?

A:
Q:

But isn't it true that your students do not have a degree?

A:

Q:

Are your students licensed as professionals by the State of California?

A:
Q:

Do your students have a real estate license?

A:

to

and

did

19

CROSS-EXAMINATION OF EXPERT OPINION
TESTIMONY ON THE STANDARD OF CARE OF A BUYER

LA.
Q:

Is it your opinion that the buyer failed to protect her own interest?

A:
Q:
Is it your opinion that if the buyer had read the preliminary report she would have known
that there was a sewer easement against the property?

A:
Q:
In summary, is it your opinion that the buyer's conduct fell beneath the standard of care
ofa buyer?

A:
Q:
But wouldn't you agree that the buyer's duty is to exercise reasonable care in protecting
her own interest?

A:
Q:
And isn't it true that the buyer's real estate agent had a duty of utmost care to protect the
buyer's interest?

A:
Q:
Then let me ask a hypothetical question. If the buyer had read the preliminary report,
would the buyer exercising reasonable care have known that there was a sewer easement against
the property?

A:
Q:

Accordingly, wouldn't you agree that if the real estate agent for the buyer had read the
report, the real estate agent exercising the utmost care to protect the buyer would
that there was sewer easement

20

VI.F{2)

Q:

Did you know that you could have interviewed my client with my consent?

A:
Q:

Did you interview my client?

A:

Q:

Did you at least come to court and watch my client testify?

A:

Q:

Isn't it true that all you did was read my client's deposition?

A:
Q:

How can you judge my client's credibility by just reading her deposition?

A:

21

Howard v. Omni

Products Liability
'"'"''Negligence

203 Cal.App4th 403
Court of Appeal, Fourth District, Division 1,
California.

In negligence and due care determinations, a
manufacturer's compliance with regulations,
directives or trade custom does not necessarily
eliminate negligence but instead simply
constitutes evidence for jury consideration with
other facts and circumstances; in a case in which
the manufacturer or supplier knows of, or has
reason to know of, greater dangers above and
despite its compliance with regulations, then the
manufacturer may not be insulated from
negligence liability.

Ronald HOWARD, Plaintiff, Appellant and
Respondent,
v.
OMNI HOTELS MANAGEME:NT

CORPORATION, Defendant and Appellant,
Kohler Co., Defendant and Respondent.
No. Do57627. I Jan.

11,

2012.

Synopsis
Background: Hotel guest who slipped and fell in bathtub
brought action against bathtub manufacturer and hotel,
alleging negligence and strict product liability claims
against manufacturer and negligence and premises
liability claims against hotel. The Superior Court, San
Diego County, No. 37-2008-00088240-CU-PO-CTL,
Ronald L. Styn, J., granted manufacturer's and hotel's
motions for summary judgment, but thereafter granted
new trial as to claims against hotel. Guest and hotel both
appealed.
Holdings: The Court of Appeal, Huffman, J., held that:
[ l] expert's unsupported op1mon testimony was
insufficient to establish that manufacturer knew or should
have had knowledge of any greater dangers that should
have been addressed in its allegedly defective design of
tub's nonslip surface;
manufacturer, which complied with industry
standards, met applicable duty of care to hotel guest
regarding slipperiness of tub; and
two tub-slipping incidents in another state did not
condition at
hotel owner on notice of a

[2]

Negligence
'~'*Standard

established by statute or other

regulation
A defendant property owner's compliance with
a law or safety regulation, in and of itself, does
not establish that the owner has utilized due
care; the owner's compliance with applicable
safety regulations, while relevant to show due
care, is not dispositive, if there are other
circumstances requiring a higher degree of care.

[3]

Judgment

the time of the accident.

[l]

Product'> Liability

[4]

circumstances of an accident.

Judgment
\ficwMotion or Other Application
The parties, during summary judgment
proceedings, are assuming that only particular
causes of action and certain issues are actually
raised by the pleadings; to create a triable issue
of material fact, the opposition evidence must be
directed to those issues raised by the pleadings.

[5]

Products Liability
"'"'"Consumer expectations
Products Liability
·~µDesign defect
The consumer expectations test is reserved for
cases in which the everyday experience of the
product's users permits a conclusion that the
product's design violated minimum safety
assumptions, and is thus defective regardless of
expert opinion about the merits of the design.

Judgment
"GCRMotion or Other Application
If the pleading or answer minimally advises the
opposing party of the nature of the theory or
defense pursued during summary judgment
motion proceedings, the courts may, m
appropriate cases. evaluate the evidence
presented as supplementing the bare bones of
the pleading or defense.

[6]

[8]

[9]

Evidence
•1?c·Matters directly in issue

For a theory of strict tort liability, manufacturers
are not insurers of their products; they are liable
in tort only when defects in their products cause
injury.

Where the minimum safety of a product is
within the common knowledge of lay jurors,
expert witnesses may not be used to demonstrate
what an ordinary consumer would or should
expect; use of expert testimony for that purpose
would invade the jury's function and would
invite circumvention of the rule that the risks
and benefits of a challenged design must be
carefully balanced whenever the issue of design
defect goes beyond the common experience of
the product's users.

There are two alternative ways to prove a
to its
each
(I) the consumer

The rule that a manufacturer is not entitled to a
~'""'~''v defense that it complied with ... _...,.. ,
standards
cases and

Products Liability
;r"Strict liability

own

1786

Deviation from an industry norm is not
necessarily the test for a defective product.
[ll]

Products Liability
test

~=Risk-utility

In the established design defect test for strict
liability for a defective product, the issue is
whether the claimed product defect design
embodies excessive preventable danger; in such
a case, the jury considers if the benefits of the
design outweigh the risk of danger inherent in
such design.

[12]

[15)

Products Liability
sir=Design defect
When the plaintiff alleges strict product
liability/design defect, any evidence of
compliance with industry standards, while not a
complete defense, is not irrelevant, but instead
properly should be taken into account through
expert testimony as part of the design defect
balancing process.

Products Liability
test

'~"'Risk-utility

The design defect determination as to whether
the benefits of the design outweigh the risk of
danger inherent in such design involves
technical issues of feasibility, cost, practicality,
risk, and benefit which are impossible to avoid;
in such cases, the jury must consider the
manufacturer's evidence of competing design
considerations, and the issue of design defect
cannot fairly be resolved by standardless
reference to the expectations of an ordinary
consumer.

Evidence
;;r,,Construction and Repair of Structures.
Machinery, and Appliances
Products Liability

[16]

Products Liability
'*r*Strict liability
Products Liability
nl.~ll~\,11\.v or fault

In strict product liability actions, the issue is not
whether defendant exercised reasonable care,
but in negligence it is.

[13]

Products Liability
Evidence

Products Liability

considered on the issue
of all other relevant
m
urn1:>u:1r11"'"'"• even if such
is not a
cmnotete defense.

[18]

Evidence
''"''Construction and Repair of Structures.
Machinery, and Appliances

[21]

Evidence
;;~-construction

and Repair of Structures,
Machinery. and Appliances
Products Liability
~=Design defect

An action on a design defect theory can be
prosecuted and defended through expert
testimony that is addressed to the elements of
such
a
claim.
including
risk-benefit
considerations.

[19]

A fact finder in a design defect action may
receive expert advice on reasonable safety
expectations for the product, to assist it to apply
clear guidelines, and decide accordingly whether
the product's design is an acceptable
compromise of competing considerations.

Judgment
,_Torts

Expert's testimony, submitted on motion for
summary judgment, that he believed that bathtub
manufacturer needed to meet higher safety
standards than industry standards regarding
nonslip tub surface, which was unsupported by
anything other than the expert's own opinion,
was insufficient to establish that manufacturer
knew or should have had knowledge of any
greater dangers that should have been addressed
in its allegedly defective design of the nonslip
surface. as required for hotel guest to maintain
strict
product
liability
action
against
manufacturer based on allegedly defective tub,
in light of manufacturer's evidence of its
compliance with industry standards, together
with the methods that manufacturer showed it
used for quality control in producing the tub.

[22]

Evidence
iki,~onstruction and Repair of Structures,
Machinery, and Appliances
Products Liability
'"''"Risk-utility test

Whenever the issue of design defect goes
beyond the common experience of the product's
users, the rule is that the risks and benefits of a
challenged design must be carefully balanced,
and expert testimony is proper to assist the
finder of fact in deciding if a product is
defective.

Evidence
Evidence

is admissible
and benefits
to avoid
unsuitable cases on a
of an
standardless reference to the
consumer.

Evidence
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[24]

keeping the premises reasonably safe.

Evidence
~~,,Sources

of Data

Evidence
,?Speculation, guess, or conjecture
It is not proper for an expert witness to base
opinions on assumptions that are not supported
by the record, or on information that would not
be reasonably relied upon by other experts.

[28]

Negligence
'"'""Inspection and discovery
To exercise a degree of care that 1s
commensurate with the risks involved, a
commercial property owner must make
reasonable inspections of the portions of the
premises open to customers.

[25]

Products Liability
·iw=Care required
Products Liability
'>-Buildings and building components and
materials
Bathtub manufacturer that complied with
industry standards met applicable duty of care to
hotel guest regarding slipperiness of tub. CACI
1221.

[29]

Negligence
'?Defect or dangerous conditions generally
Negligence
;;r,,Knowledge or Notice in General
A commercial property owner is liable for harm
caused by a dangerous condition, of which the
owner had actual or constructive knowledge.

[261

Appeal and Error
mri.~u>nr·v of witness
Evidence
,;;.."'Determination of""'"·"""' of cninnete~ncv
It is for the trial court to determine, in the
exercise of a sound discretion, the competency
and qualification of an expert witness to give his
opinion in evidence, and its ruling will not be
disturbed on appeal unless a manifest abuse of
that discretion is shown.

[30]

Negligence
or Notice in General
Negligence
<~Premises

An injured plaintiff has the burden of showing
that the commercial property owner had notice
of the defect in sufficient time to correct it, but
failed take reasonable

2)
136 Cal.Rptr.3d 739, 12
"~Injury

to Person of Guest
The injured plaintiff must establish sufficient
facts or circumstances that support an inference
of a breach of duty to defeat a summary
judgment motion by a commercial property
owner defendant that is asserting due care was
exercised; it is not enough for the plaintiff to
provide speculation or conjecture that a
dangerous condition of property might have
been present at the time of the accident.

Hotel proprietors have a special relationship
with their guests that gives rise to a duty to
protect them against unreasonable risk of
physical harm.

[32]

Innkeepers
04~Injury to Person of Guest

The hotel owner's duty to a guest, as with
common carriers, is only one to exercise
reasonable care under the circumstances; the
owner is not liable where he neither knows nor
should know of the unreasonable risk.

[36]

Negligence
'rSimilar facts and transactions: other
accidents

Although no two accidents happen in the same
way, to be admissible for showing notice to a
landowner of a dangerous condition, evidence of
another similar accident must have occurred
under substantially the same circumstances.
[33]

Innkeepers
in premises or appliances in general

~"zDefects

Hotel guests can reasonably expect that the hotel
owner will be reasonably diligent in inspecting
its rooms for defects, and correcting them upon
discovery, but the guest cannot reasonably
expect that the owner will correct defects of
which the owner is unaware and that cannot be
discerned by a reasonable inspection.

[37]

Appeal and Error
on admissibility of evidence in
general
Negligence
%4''*Similar facts and transactions; other
accidents

The evaluation of similarity between two
accidents.
for purpose of determining
admissibility for purpose of showing notice to a
condition, is a
landowner of a
the trial court.

[38]

Connecticut did not place hotel chain owner on
notice of a dangerous condition on its San Diego
property, which had bathtub that met industry
standards for coefficient of friction and surface
coverage of the anti-slip coating, or place it on a
heightened duty of injury to ask tub
manufacturer if there had been any further
incidents; incident reports did not show
substantially similar accidents, show any detail
about the conditions of or in the bathtubs, or
show the circumstances or medical conditions of
the guests before they fell in the bathtubs, and
hotel's director of security stated that the San
Diego hotel had been in operation for 22
months, the tub had been in use and had been
cleaned throughout that period, and that there
had not been any other reports there of bathtub
injuries.
See Annot., Liability ol hotel or motel operator
for injwy or death of guest or privy resulting
from condition in plumbing or bathroom of
room or suite (1979) 93 A.L.R.3d 253: 12
Witkin, Summary of Cal. Law (10th ed. 2005)
Real Property, § 654; Cal. fur. 3d, Premises
Liability, § 15 et seq.; Cal. Civil Practice
( 17zomson Reuters 2011) Real Property
Litigation. § 26:3.

[39]

Innkeepers
FDefects in
Innkeepers

m·c•~H•'d<'

or

in

of evidence
Although evidence that the condition of a hotel
compliance with
property is
that is not the
standards is
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HUFFMAN,J.

*410 While he was a guest at the San Diego Omni Hotel,
plaintiff, appellant and respondent Ronald Howard
(Howard) slipped in a bathtub and was injured. Howard
brought a personal injury action for damages against the
manufacturer of the bathtub, defendant and respondent,
Kohler Co. (Kohler), on theories of negligence and strict
product liability. Howard also sued defendant and
appellant Omni Hotels Management Corporation (Omni;
sometimes referred to with Kohler as Defendants) on
theories of premises liability and negligence. Howard's
complaint alleges that the hotel bathtub was defective
because its Kohler-supplied coating did not comply with
"applicable standards," and Omni failed to protect him
from an unreasonable level of danger there. I
Defendants each brought successful summary judgment
motions, contending Howard could not prove essential
elements of his cases against them. (Code Civ. Proc .. §
all statutory references are to this code unless
noted.) The trial court, however, granted Howard's
motion for new trial as to Omni, thus setting aside the
Omni summary
(§
Howard
the
summary
in favor of Kohler, while Omni
the new trial order.

136 Cal.Rptr.3d 739, 12

product defect or negligence had been demonstrated as a
matter of law, nor were there any remaining triable issues
of fact regarding causation of harm.
Alternatively, Howard argues it was incorrect for the trial
court to rely on professional negligence authorities, when
it assessed the strengths and weaknesses of Howard's
expert testimony about negligent design or defects. (See,
e.g., Spann v. Irwin lviemorial Blood Centers of San
Francisco Medical Society. Inc. ( 1995) 34 Cal.App.4th
644, 653-655, 40 Cal.Rptr.2d 360 (Spann ).)
In its appeal of the new trial order, Omni contends the
trial court erred as a matter of law when it concluded that
triable issues of fact existed regarding actual or
constructive notice to Omni, based on **745 accidents in
another of its hotels (or based on other information
available to Kohler), of unreasonably dangerous
conditions in Howard's rented room. Omni argues it
lacked adequate notice that further protective measures
might be required, in an exercise of its reasonable care,
because the prior incidents were not shown to be
substantially similar, and therefore they amounted to an
inadequate showing, as a matter of law, to support any
grant of a new trial on the complaint. (Peterson v.
Superior Court (1995) l 0 Cal.4th 1185, 1209, 43
Cal.Rptr.2d 836, 899 P.2d 905.)
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and fell out of the bathtub, badly injuring himself. He
could not remember the exact circumstances of the
accident, but remembered that *412 he was standing in
front of the running water and turning, when he slipped
and "zip," "flew out of' the shower.
As he waited in the bathroom for the paramedics to arrive,
Howard felt around inside the tub and found some
anti-slip material in the bottom of the tub, but "not much."
He "felt a slick surface" and found just a "little bit" of
"material" on the "bottom of the tub." He noticed there
was a grab bar down by the tub line, but no bathmat.
The bathtub in which Howard slipped and fell was a
"Villager K-713" porcelain enamel bathtub manufactured
by Kohler (the bathtub or tub) and sold to Omni for
installation (in this, one of its 511 rooms there). After
enameling a bathtub, Kohler routinely created a
slip-resistant treatment (Safeguard) that involves
essentially sandblasting grit at the floor of the bathtub's
surface to create "peaks and valleys."

On review of the summary judgment for Kohler, we agree
with the trial court that the evidence produced by Howard,
both expert and lay opinion, was insufficient to establish
any triable issues of fact on his claims, and Kohler was
entitled to judgment as a matter of law.

As against Kohler, Howard's complaint alleged it was
negligent in its design and manufacturing processes,
because "the coating of the bathtub did not comply with
applicable standards, rendering the bottom surface of the
bathtub slick and slippery." For strict product liability,
Howard claimed the bathtub was defective because it was
"so smooth, slippery, and slick as to have provided no
friction or slip resistance because the coating of the
bathtub did not comply with applicable standards."
(Italics added.)

The trial court erred, however, in granting Howard's
motion for new trial on his allegations against Omni,
because the undisputed facts supported only one legal
conclusion, that Howard would not be able to prevail on
his premises liability or negligence theories, because he
could not demonstrate Omni was placed on sufficient
actual or constructive notice of any dangerous condition
of the bathtub. The new trial order is reversed with
directions to enter summary judgment for Omni, while the
summary
for Kohler is affirmed.

With respect to Omni, Howard pied negligence, in that
Omni "knew or should have known of the unreasonable
risk presented by the bathtub" in its hotel room, but failed
to protect Howard, a user, from that risk or to keep the
premises in a reasonably safe condition. Howard also
alleged a claim against Omni for premises liability, by
alleging that it was on notice of an unreasonably
condition of its **746 property, but failed to
take reasonable care to protect Howard from "a
and slick bathtub."

FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
B. Summary Judgment Motions
A. Howard's Injury; Complaint
Defendants filed their motions for
Both Kohler and Omni relied
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standards in manufacturing the bathtub and its anti-slip
coating.

*4131. Kohler
In Kohler's motion, it argued summary judgment was
appropriate based on its evidence of its compliance with
applicable industry manufacturing standards, with regard
to providing a safe degree of friction on the surface of the
tub. Howard had failed to meet his burden of proof to
dispute the adequacy of such compliance, for either of his
causes of action.
In his declaration and deposition testimony, Kohler's
senior engineer Jeffery Collins described his inspection
and testing of the bathtub and its anti-slip surface. Collins
supplied evidence detailing the technical industry
standards Kohler used during manufacture, as provided by
two trade associations, the Associated Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME), and the Associated
Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM). He attached to
his declaration a copy of the ASME standard that applied
to the bathtub's manufactured coating (ASME
Al 12.19.IM-1994, and its Supplement 1-1998).
Also, Collins attached to his declaration a copy of ASTM
F 462-79, the other such industry standard (for testing

purposes). Both these standards utilize a numerical
co-efficient of friction, which is a measure of the relative
difficulty with which the surface of one material will slide
over a surface adjoining it, or of another material. They
also specify the surface area to be treated or tested.
Specifically, Collins's declaration explained that Kohler's
anti-slip surface (Safeguard) is applied by essentially
sandblasting the porcelain enamel surface of the bathtub
in a pattern with aluminum oxide, or grit. This anti-slip
treatment is formulated under the ASME standards for
enamel
fixtures
Al 12.19. IM-1994 and its Supplement 1-1998), which
address the coefficient of friction and also the surface area
the
The
the bathtub must

coveracre
measured from all side and wall radii
and 3 "'in. measured from the centerline of the drain and
from the
corner radii."
Kohler staff audits five bathtubs per week
that these standards
them

used for sandblasting on a routine basis, to assure that it
does everything that is supposed to do. Cleaning materials
are not abrasive enough to damage the slip resistant
surface, because it is harder than glass. Kohler is routinely
notified of any lawsuit, insurance claims, or consumer
complaints about slippery tubs, and responds to them with
investigations.

*414 As prescribed by the ASTM standards, Collins
tested nine zones in the Safeguard application on this
bathtub, by using a "NIST Brungraber Tester" (a framed
device with legs and little silicone feet). **747 when
measuring the tUb, collins found that the tested nine
zones each showed an acceptable coefficient of friction
level at .04 or more. The average coefficient of friction he
found was .16, or four times more than required by
ASTM F 462-79 and ASME (Supplement 1-1998 to
ASME Al 12.19.lM-1994).
Likewise, in Collins's measurement of the bathtub, he
found that the Safeguard application started within two
inches from the radius break of the bathtub (a point
allowing for its curvature), as prescribed by the standards.
When he measured the distance between the start of the
Safeguard application and the centerline drain of the
bathtub, also making an allowance for the compound
corners radii of the bathtub, he determined that the
application appropriately started three inches from those
benchmarks. Collins thus determined that the Safeguard
application was in compliance with the ASME
requirements
(Supplement
1-1998
to
ASME
Al 12.19.JM-1994), in terms of its placement according
to the template.
Kohler argued that Howard's discovery responses do not
controvert the above evidence that these industry
standards were met, but only claimed that discovery was
ongoing.

2. Omni

create an
Based on the
it
unreasonable risk of
Omni
it had not breached any duties that it
owed to its
such as Howard. Kohler did not
recommend the use
and Omni did not
bathmats to guests, but Omni would obtain them
~
Omni
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Omni provided a declaration from its independent
engineer, T. Page Eskridge, stating that his test of the
bathtub showed that it met industry standards for the
friction coefficient. Omni's director of security, Lars
Renteria, stated in his declaration that the San Diego hotel
had been in operation for 22 months, this tub had been
used and cleaned regularly, and there had not been any
other reports there of bathtub injuries.

minimal and not stringent enough to satisfy basic
"principles of forensic safety." ASTM F 462-79 was a
standard, not a code. Dr. Solomon thus drew a distinction
between the industry standards used, and his expert
opinion, which interpreted principles of forensic safety.
Howard further argued that in the exercise of due care,
Kohler should have made some recommendations to
purchasers and/or users of the bathtub to *416 implement
additional safety measures for the protection of bathers.
These included the use of bathmats, more bars, or an
after-market anti-slip treatment.J

*415 C. Opposition Showings

2. Omni

guest, Howard, by its provision of a reasonably safe
bathtub.

1. Kohler

In his opposition to Kohler's motion, Howard argued his
expert evidence raised triable issues of fact as to whether
this bathtub was dangerously slippery. Howard provided
deposition excerpts from Dr. Kenneth A. Solomon, an
engineer who is the chief scientist and founder of the
Institute of Risk and Safety Analysis. Dr. Solomon
described his inspection and testing of the bathtub and its
anti-slip surface, and explained his views about the
ASTM and ASME technical industry standards. He found
that (a) Kohler's bathtub complied with the minimal
industry standards for coefficient of friction and surface
area coverage, but nevertheless, (b) the tub remained
dangerously slippery, and should have been made safer
(using simple, inexpensive means, such as a bathmat,
more bars, or an after-market applique).
Specifically, Dr. Solomon's measurements showed that
the "footprint" of the tub's Safeguard surface was "right
on the margin." but met the template standard. Dr.
Solomon testified the Safeguard application on the floor
of this bathtub had a coefficient of friction of .22 to .60.
**748 the tub's coefficient
friction "met" the
ASTM's 0.04 standard.:::

"much
when coated
the 0.04 standard "is
not a
" In his
a coefficient of
friction of 0.30 would be
and he would recommend
to manufacturers coefficient of friction level closer to
.40.

Howard next argued that even if Kohler were entitled to
summary judgment, triable issues remain regarding notice
to Omni of a dangerous condition on its premises, because
(1) "ample evidence" supports a finding that the tub was
dangerously slippery, and (2) Kohler's compliance with
its industry standards in manufacturing the tub had
nothing to do with the reasonableness of Omni's conduct
in response to notice that its bathtubs were dangerous, as
it had gained from reports of other hotel bathtub injuries
that were in its corporate possession. At deposition,
William Dingler, Omni's director of engineering,
produced two Omni "Incident Reports" from March 2004
and August 2005, arising from slips in Kohler bathtubs by
two different guests of the New Haven Omni. Each of
those New Ha~en Omni guests, like Howard, required a
hospital visit to treat the injuries. According to Howard, it
was therefore reasonably foreseeable to Omni that
additional protective measures should be taken (mainly
providing a bathmat).
Further, Howard argued that Omni should be deemed to
be upon constructive notice of at least four more hotel slip
incidents in Kohler tubs, based upon knowledge that
Kohler had gained about them. Howard believes that
when Omni learned of the New Haven slipping incidents,
it
placed upon a
of inquiry to find out from
Kohler
there were any further such incidents.

**749 In

actual

to

Howard's reliance on those reports for that purpose.

*417 D. Ruling: Kohler
In its order granting summary judgment to Kohler, the
court framed the issues raised by the pleadings, as to
whether the coating on the bathtub complied with
"applicable standards." As relevant here, the court kept
out an Omni-prepared incident report about Howard's
fall, at Howard's objection that it was hearsay and
prejudicial. The court also sustained in part the
evidentiary objection by Kohler (made on relevance and
foundation grounds) to Howard's reliance on passages in
and exhibits to the Dingler deposition (the New Haven
reports). The effect of this was that the trial court
admitted and considered the evidence of the two New
Haven incident reports "to show that defendant may have
notice of a few other incidents of falling in a bathtub."
Other evidentiary rulings are not directly challenged on
appeal.
The court found that Kohler had carried its initial burden
on summary judgment by presenting evidence that the
bathtub complied with the industry standards (ASTM and
ASME) for bathtubs. Howard had not shown a triable
issue of fact by providing his expert's opinions, which did
not amount to a different "standard." The court relied on
the text of CACI No. 1221, defining the applicable
negligence standard of care, as requiring a manufacturer
to use the amount of care that a reasonably careful
designer and/or manufacturer would use in similar
circumstances, to avoid exposing users to a foreseeable
risk. According to that standard of care language, Dr.
Solomon's opinions that a greater standard would be
better did not have sufficient factual support.
To further explain its reasoning about the deficiencies of
the expert opinion offered by Howard, the court referred
to
The trial court
that when
Kohler showed that the bathtub met the ASME/ASTM

for summary

standards." Howard argued that since industry standards
should not be read to establish an absolute standard of
care in ordinary negligence actions, the trial court
incorrectly granted summary judgment. Howard made a
similar argument on the product liability claim, and
contended that he had demonstrated there were triable
issues of fact on whether the bathtub should meet more
stringent legal safety standards. The trial court denied the
motion, *418 noting that the only factual allegation by
Howard was that the bathtub did not meet applicable
standards, but he had failed to establish that different
standards were controlling.

**750 E. Omni Ruling and New Trial Order
In originally granting summary judgment to Omni, the
trial court interpreted Omni's objections to Howard's
opposing evidence (which relied on the New Haven
incident reports), as raising "foundation" grounds, which
were unmeritorious. The court relied in its reasoning on
those incident reports, which was not inappropriate
regarding the notice argument. At the summary judgment
proceedings, the court thus ruled that the two instances of
actual notice to Omni of accidents in Kohler's tub (New
Haven incidents) did not amount to adequate notice of
unreasonable danger, because those were out-of-state
Omni hotels, and not enough was known about the factual
circumstances of those other accidents or the condition of
those bathtubs, to determine if they were substantially
similar in nature.
In granting summary judgment to Omni, the court
originally followed the same product defect reasoning that
it utilized regarding the Kohler motion, to the extent that
it concluded Omni must have lacked any actual or
constructive notice that the tub (meeting industry
standards) was nevertheless dangerously slippery in some
way. However, the court did not expressly rule on
whether the tub was or was not an unreasonably
condition of property,

of actual or constructive notice, from the New Haven
that Omni had of the
the tubs.
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specifically tie its liability allegations against Omni to any
violation of "applicable standards." Rather, the court
rejected "Omni's argument that the court's ruling as to
[Kohler] on the 'applicable standard' issue precludes a
finding of liability against Omni on the negligent and
premises liability causes of action." Instead, the court
found there were different allegations in the complaint as
to each defendant, and there is "no reference to
'applicable standards' as to Omni." The court concluded
that triable issues of fact existed about Omni's duty to
take corrective action, in light of the extent of notice it
had obtained.
Howard appeals Kohler's summary judgment, and Omni
appeals the grant of a new trial to Howard.

*419 DISCUSSION

Howard contends the trial court erred in granting
summary judgment to Kohler, because the expert and lay
opinion he offered amply supported conclusions that its
bathtub was defective under the consumer expectation
standard, and/or Kohler breached its duty of reasonable
care in producing and designing its products. Howard
contends that when his pleading and proof are broadly
read, according to the proper approach in summary
judgment proceedings, he has presented triable material
issues of fact and legal issues on whether "applicable
standards" of safety should be interpreted differently and
more stringently than industry standards.
For its part, Omni adopts the Kohler approach that it fully
met the "applicable standards" for safety at its premises,
by way of Kohler's compliance with industry standards.
Omni further argues that under the usual standards for
premises liability and negligence, it had no sufficient
actual or constructive notice of any unreasonably **751
dangerous conditions on its premises. We next set forth
the relevant standards on appeal for defining and
the scope of the issues raised
the
of the current causes

I

APPLICABLE STANDARDS

A. Basic Summary Judgment Rules

Established rules require review of summary judcrment
rulings under a de novo standard. (Lunardi v. Great~West
Life Assurance Co. (1995) 37 Cal.App.4th 807, 819, 44
Cal.Rptr.2d 56; Saelzler v. Advanced Group 400 (2001)
25 Cal.4th 763, 768, l07 Cal.Rptr.2d 617, 23 P.3d 1143.l
The same issues of law are presented on appellate review
of the grant of new trial on the claims against Omni.
(Aguilar v. Atlantic Richfield Co. (200 l) 25 Cal.4th 826,
859, 107 CaLRptr.2d 841, 2"1- P.3d 493 (Aguilar ),) We
"apply the same rules and standards that govern a trial
court's determination of a motion for summary
judgment." (Distefano v. Forester (200 l) 85 Cal.App.4th
1249, 1258, 102 Cal.Rptr.2d 813.) Summary judgment
should be granted if "all the papers submitted show that
there is no triable issue of material fact and ... the moving
party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law." (§ 437c,
subd. (c).)
To satisfy its burden in seeking summary judgment, a
moving defendant is not required to "conclusively negate
an element of the plaintiff's cause of *420 action.... All
that the defendant need do is to 'show[] that one or more
elements of the cause of action ... cannot be established'
by the plaintiff. (Aguilar, supra, 25 Cal.4th 826, 853,
107 Cal.Rptr.2d 841, 24 P.3d 493.) Once this defendant's
burden is met, the "burden shifts to the plaintiff ... to
show that a triable issue of one or more material facts
exists .... " (§ 437c. subd. (p)(2).) As the opposing party,
the plaintiff must direct any opposition evidence toward
the issues raised by the pleadings. (Distefano, supra, 85
Cal.App.4th 1249, 1264-1265, I 02 Cal.Rptr.2d 813.) It is
not appropriate, at that time, to raise new legal theories or
claims not yet pleaded, if there has been no request for
leave to amend accordingly, prior to the summary
judgment proceedings. (!bid.)
On de novo review, we view the evidence in the light
most favorable to the losing plaintiff, liberally construing
the plaintiffs submissions and strictly scrutinizing the
doubts or
defendant's showing, to resolve any
ambiguities in plaintiff's favor.

136 Cal.Rptr.3d 739, 12

B. Specific Summary Judgment Issues About Scope of
Pleadings

We first address the parties' dispute about the scope of the
pleadings and how they defined the issues properly
presented for decision in these motion proceedings. As
against Kohler, Howard could properly claim product
liability, by using alternative theories of strict tort liability
and negligence. **752 (Hernandez v. Badger
Construction Equipment Co. (1994) 28 Cal.App.4th 1791,
1829, 34 Cal.Rptr.2d 732 (Hernandez ); Jiminez v. Sears,
Roebuck & Co. (1971) 4 Cal.3d 379, 382-383. 93
Cal.Rptr. 769, 482 P.2d 681.) Howard broadly claims that
his expert evidence about defective design was sufficient
to oppose the motion, but that as a manufacturer, Kohler
"cannot defend a product liability action with evidence it
met its industry's customs or standards on safety."
(Buell-Wilson v. Ford Motor Co. (2006) 141 Cal.App.4th
525. 545. 46 Cal.Rptr.3d 147 (Buell-Wilson ). judgment
vacated on other grounds and cause remanded sub. nom.
Ford Motor Co. v. Buell-Wilso11 (2007) 550 U.S. 931,
127 S.Ct. 2250. 167 L.Ed.2d 1087; italics added.)
[l] However, admissibility of expert evidence about a

manufacturer's compliance with regulations or trade
custom varies with the types of theories *421 under which
liability for a product defect is sought. (Soule v. General
lv1otors Cmp. (1994) 8 Cal.4th 548, 566. 34 Cal.Rptr.2d
607, 882 P.2d 298 (Soule ).) In negligence and due care
determinations, a manufacturer's "compliance with
regulations, directives or trade custom does not
necessarily eliminate negligence but instead simply
constitutes evidence for jury consideration with other
facts and circumstances." (Hernandez. supra. 28
Cal.App.4th 179 L 1830-1831, 34 Cal.Rptr.2d
c1tmg.
e.g., SteFens
Parke. Davis & Co. (
9 Cal.3d 51,
65. 107
507 P.2d 653.) For example, in a
case in which "the manufacturer or supplier knows of, or
has reason to know of, greater dangers [above and despite
its compliance with regulations]," then the manufacturer
may not be insulated from
liability.
I
l
I

irc1umsta1nce:s, when Omni came into
of some
actual or constructive notice that this type of bathtub had
incidents that
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defendant property owner's compliance with a law or
safety regulation, in and of itself, does not establish that
the owner has utilized due care. The owner's compliance
with applicable safety regulations, while relevant to show
due care, is not dispositive, if there are other
circumstances requiring a higher degree of care. (Ibid.) A
plaintiff seeking recovery for negligence against a
landowner must establish sufficient facts or circumstances
that support an inference of a breach of duty, to defeat a
defense summary judgment motion. (Buehler \'. Alpha
Beta Co. ( 1990) 224 Cal.App.3d 729, 734, 274 Cal.Rptr.
14 (Buehler).) It is not enough to provide speculation or
conjecture that a dangerous condition of property might
have been present at the time of the accident. (ibid.)
Because of the manner of pleading of Howard's
somewhat
conclusory
allegations
about
the
manufacturer's failure to meet "applicable standards,"
Kohler relies on cases such as 580 Folsom Associates v.
Prometheus Development Co. ( 1990) 223 Cal.App.3d I.
18. 272 Cal.Rptr.
to define the scope of the issues
properly to be addressed in its summary judgment motion.
Generally, such proceedings are limited to the claims
framed by the pleadings. (Distefano. supra, 85
Cal.App.4th at pp. 1264--1265, 102 Cal.Rptr.2d 813.) A
moving party seeking summary judgment **753 or
adjudication is not required to go beyond the allegations
of the pleading, with respect to new theories that could
have been pied, but for which no motion to amend or
supplement the pleading was brought, prior to the hearing
on the dispositive motion. (ibid.; 580 Folsom Associates,
supra. at p. 18, 272 Cal.Rptr. 227.)
*422 On the other hand, cases such as FPJ Development,
Inc. \'. Nakashima (J 991) 231 Cal.App.3d 367, 385, 282
Cal.Rptr. 508 (FP! ). have expressed the view that trial
courts are empowered to read the pleadings broadly, "in
the light of the facts adduced in the summary judgment
proceeding," if those pleadings give fair notice to the
opposing party of the theories on which relief is generally
being sought.
) The test is whether such a particular
theory or defense is one that the opposing party could
have
anticipated would be pursued, and
whether a request for leave to amend
would
have been
that case.

motion
are
causes of action and certain issues are actually raised
the
the
To create a triable issue of material
must be directed to those issues
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minimally advises the opposing party of the nature of the
theory (or defense) pursued during the motion
proceedings, the courts may, in appropriate cases,
evaluate the evidence presented as supplementing the bare
bones of the pleading (there, a defense). (FP!, supra, at p.
385, 282 Cal.Rptr. 508; also see American Airlines. Inc. v.
County of San Mateo ( 1996) 12 Cal.4th l 110, 1117-l l 18.
51 Cal.Rptr.2d 251, 912 P.2d 1198 [when a defendant's
motion for summary judgment tests the sufficiency of the
complaint, the courts assume the truth of the allegations
of the complaint, and liberally construe them, seeking to
attain substantial justice among the parties, as in a motion
for judgment on the pleadings].)
The lesson we take from all these authorities is that we
must consider the different causes of action differently,
with respect to the factually specific allegations against
each defendant. As against Kohler, we agree with Howard
that ordinary negligence standards are within the scope of
the "applicable standards" pied, and industry standards
are only part of the inquiry. However, Kohler is not
claiming its compliance with industry standards was a
complete defense, but rather that all its evidence
establishes that Kohler acted with due care in designing
and fabricating its product, and that the evidence brought
forward by Howard fails to controvert that showing. But
Howard cannot, either at the time of the motion or on
appeal, seek to expand the issues by redefining
"applicable standards" to enlarge the particular duties
owed to Howard by Kohler, through his own expert's
testimony. Specifically, Howard is now claiming his
expert can prove that Kohler failed to meet all applicable
standards of care, when it failed to utilize his
recommended different coefficient of friction standard, or
failed to issue warnings of additional dangers in its
product, or failed to advise its users that they must add
*423 safeguards, such as the use of a bathmat or more
bars. However, the complaint is not that specific, and the
next issue is whether the expert, without more, can so
define Kohler's duties.

known circumstances. Thus, even if it is determined that
Howard has a failure of proof of any design defect or
strict product liability against Kohler (pt. II, post ),
Howard's slightly different claims against Omni must be
separately analyzed under premises liability authority (pt.
III, post), and we next address those questions.

II

CLAIMS AGAINST KOHLER
Both as to negligence and strict products liability,
Howard's complaint alleged that Kohler's design and
manufacturing processes were defective, because "the
coating of the bathtub did not comply with applicable
standards," rendering the bottom surface of the bathtub
dangerous or defective, for lack of sufficient friction or
slip resistance. We next outline the arguments and criteria
for the products liability claims, then tum to the
negligence arguments.

A. Manner of Proof of Product Liability: Role of
Expert Evidence

[6] (7} For a theory of strict tort liability, "manufacturers
are not insurers of their products; they are liable in tort
only when 'defects' in their products cause injury.
[Citation.]"
supra, 8 Cal.4th 548, 568, fn. 5. 34
Cal.Rptr.2d 607. 882 P.2d 298.) There are two alternative
ways to prove a design defect, each appropriate to its own
circumstances: (1) the consumer expectations test, or (2) a
theory of design defect, citing to technical and mechanical
details in obscure components of a mechanism or
complex circumstances of an accident.
Ford
Co.
134
I
fn. 6

defective.
to rely on the
Howard's
defect test,
evidence from
Solomon about the risks and benefits in the tub
of

defective product were brought before the trial court in
the pleading and proof, and different rules have been
developed for the proper role of expert evidence in
addressing these product liability claims. (Soule, supra, 8
Cal.4th 548, 567-570, 34 Cal.Rptr.2d 607, 882 P.2d 298.)
We examine the record on each theory.

1. Consumer Expectations Test
In his opening brief, Howard alleges that even though the
tub's anti-slip surface complied with industry standards,
the tub as a whole was dangerously slippery, and **755
"if Howard slipped on the Safeguard surface, it was not
safe." That argument disregards the principle that
"manufacturers are not insurers of their products; they are
liable in tort only when 'defects' in their products cause
injury. [Citation.]" (Soule. supra. 8 Cal.4th 548, 568. fn.
5. 34 Cal.Rptr.2d 607. 882 P.2d 298.)

[8] [9] To the extent Howard is contending that the
bathtub "failed to pelform as the ordinary consumer
would expect," he is limited in the amount of expert
testimony he can present on such a theory. The consumer
expectations test "is reserved for cases in which the
everyday experience of the product's users permits a
conclusion that the product's design violated minimum
safety assumptions, and is thus defective regardless of
expert opinion about the merits of the design. It follows
that where the minimum safety of a product is within the
common knowledge of lay jurors, expert witnesses may
not be used to demonstrate what an ordinary consumer
would or should expect. Use of expert testimony for that
pwpose would invade the jury's function [citation], and
would invite circumvention of the rule that the risks and
benefits of a challenged design must be carefully balanced
whenever the issue of design defect goes beyond the
common experience of the product's users."
8 Cal.4th at p. 567. 34 "-"'·'""~'"
italics added: see
I

such evidence is reversible error. [Citation.] This is
because in strict liability actions, 'the issue is not whether
defendant exercised reasonable care.' [Citation.] Rather,
the issue is whether the product fails to pelform as the
ordinary consumer would expect.' " (Buell-Wilson.
supra, at p. 545, 46 Cal.Rptr.3d 147; see Soule, supra, 8
Cal.4th at p. 566, fn. 2, 34 Cal.Rptr.2d 607. 882 P.2d 298,
noting that the authority of Grimshaw is somewhat
limited because it mainly utilized the consumer
expectations test for products liability.)4

[101 Here, however, Howard has brought not only the
"issue of whether the product failed to pelform as the
ordinary **756 consumer would expect " before the
court, but also design defect and due care issues, since his
expert discussed them and all theories were pursued
against Kohler. (Buell-Wilson, supra, 141 Cal.App.4th
525. 545. 46 Cal.Rptr.3d 147.) Thus, Kohler's reliance on
industry standards is a factor legitimately to be considered
in the summary judgment proceedings. Properly read, the
rule that a manufacturer is not entitled to a complete
defense that it complied with industry standards applies to
negligence cases and also, to some extent, applies to
product liability cases. (Compare 50A Cal.Jur.3d,
Products Liability, § 90. pp. 676-677, on federal
preemption issues ["The California courts of appeal have
split on the issue of whether a manufacturer's compliance
with federal motor vehicle safety standards, as set by the
National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act, is a
defense in a products liability action."].)

2. Defective Design
[11] [12] [13] In the second established test for strict
liability for a defective product, the issue is whether the
claimed product defect "design embodies 'excessive
supra. 8 Cal.4th
preventable danger.• [Citation.]"
34
P.2d
"In such a
at p.
case, the jury considers if 'the benefits of the ... design
the risk of danger inherent in such
But this determination involves technical issues
risk. and benefit
""'"'"'H. 1 In

[14] [15] [16] [17] [18] Deviation from an industry norm
is not necessarily the test for a defective product. (Heap v.
General Motors Corp. ( 1977) 66 Cal.App.3d 824, 829,
136 Cal.Rptr. 304: Jiminez v. Sears, Roebuck & Co.,
supra, 4 Cal.3d at p. 383, 93 Cal.Rptr. 769, 482 P.2d
681.) When the plaintiff alleges strict product
liability/design defect, any evidence of compliance with
industry standards, while not a complete defense, is not
"irrelevant," but instead properly should be taken into
account through expert testimony as part of the design
defect balancing process. The rule discussed in
Buell-Wilson, supra, 141 Cal.App.4th 525. 545. 46
Cal.Rptr.3d 147 is not to the contrary (that "[A ]

manufacturer cannot defend a product liability action
with evidence it met its industry's customs or standards
on safety "). In strict liability actions, " 'the issue is not
whether defendant exercised reasonable care' " (ibid.),
but in negligence it is. Also, expert evidence about
compliance with industry standards can be considered on
the issue of defective design, in light of all other relevant
circumstances, even if such compliance is not a complete
defense. An action on a design defect theory can be
prosecuted and defended through expert testimony that is
addressed to the elements of such a claim, including
risk-benefit considerations.
In this case, both parties offered expert testimony about
the effect of Kohler's compliance with industry standards,
and even if such expert testimony was not appropriate or
dispositive on a consumer expectation test, it was relevant
to identify triable issues on the negligence and design
defect theories. We next ask whether that evidence **757
sufficiently raised triable issues of fact on issues framed
by the complaint.

B. Application of Rules: Strict Product Liability

expert opinion is admissible for
"""""""•" risks and benefits of the product's
unsuitable

this motion and opposition alternatively addressed design
defect issues, with expert opinion. Accordingly, since the
record addresses both prongs of Barker, supra, 20 Cal.3d
413, 143 Cal.Rptr. 225, 573 P.2d 443, and this is de novo
review, we should consider Howard's claim that his
pleading and proof raise triable issues about the
defectiveness of the product, despite its compliance with
industry standards.
[21] Under the risk-benefit prong of Barker. supra, 20
Cal.3d 413, 143 Cal.Rptr. 225, 573 P.2d 443, a fact finder
may receive expert advice on "reasonable" safety
expectations for the product, to assist it to "apply clear
guidelines, and decide accordingly whether the product's
design is an acceptable compromise of competing
considerations." (Soule, supra, 8 Cal.4th 548, 567, fn. 4,
34 Cal.Rptr.2d 607, 882 P.2d 298.) Here, the dueling
experts opined on the safety and adequacy of both the
product and the industry standards. Dr. Solomon drew a
distinction between the industry standards used (e.g.,
ASTM F 462-79), and the principles of forensic safety
that he was interpreting with his expert opinions, i.e., that
more stringent standards were needed.
[22] The manufacturing methods for bathtubs and the
application of nonslip coatings are matters "plainly
beyond the common experience of both judges and
jurors." (Stephen. supra, 134 Cal.App.4th 1363, 1373, 37
Cal.Rptr.3d 9.) Whenever the issue of design defect goes
beyond the common experience of the product's users, the
rule is that the risks and benefits of a challenged design
must be carefully balanced, and expert testimony is
proper to assist the finder of fact in deciding if a product
is defective. (Soule, supra, 8 Cal.4th 548, 566, 34
Cal.Rptr.2d 607, 882 P.2d 298.)
[24] On review of these rulings, the effect of expert
testimony is evaluated under these standards: "To the
extent the trial court excluded the testimony on the
ground that there was no reasonable basis for [the
expert's] opinion, we review the ruling for abused
discretion; to the extent the trial court's ruling is based on
conclusions of
we review those conclusions de novo.
l
[Citations.]"

not supported by anything other than his own opinion.
Although industry standards alone would not be
dispositive, other evidence *428 was presented about
Kohler's testing processes, quality control through factory
audits, and consumer preferences.s Kohler monitors
complaints about its products and investigates them. Prior
similar accidents in Kohler bathtubs were not shown by
Howard to be so similar as to place the manufacturer on
notice that its products were unreasonably dangerous.
Howard did not show through admissible evidence that
Kohler had or should have had knowledge of any greater
dangers that should have been addressed in its design of
the nonslip surface, such as the friction coefficient or the
amount of surface coverage required, which were not
addressed through its successful compliance with industry
standards. (Hasson., supra, 32 Cal.3d 388, 407, 185
Cal.Rptr. 654. 650 P.2d 1171.) To overcome this
summary judgment motion, Howard and his expert were
obligated to give a greater factual basis for application of
any higher safety standards to be met for this product
design, in view of the evidence of its compliance with
industry standards, together with the methods that Kohler
showed it used for quality control in producing its
product. No such triable issues were identified by
Howard.

C. Application: Negligence Standards
[25] We have already discussed the scope of the issues
properly pied against Kohler, in the summary judgment
context, and we determined that both ordinary negligence
standards and industry standards were within the scope of
the "applicable standards" pied. Howard's effort to prove
his allegations depended on his expert's opinions that the
bathtub should meet not only industry standards, but also
more generalized safety standards, such as could be
developed in tort law through "principles of forensic

reasonable care, you should balance what [defendant]
knew or should have known about the likelihood and
severity of potential harm from the product against the
burden of taking safety measures to reduce or avoid the
harm."
In addition to arguing his expert was correct in
enunciating a higher standard of care, Howard contends
that the trial court improperly used the *429 analysis in
Spann. supra, 34 Cal.App.4th 644, 40 Cal.Rptr.2d 360,
when evaluating his expert testimony about the applicable
standards a manufacturer should meet. Howard argues
that the reasoning in Spann is confined to professional
negligence cases, while this is a very different type of
claim.
Both Spann, supra, 34 Cal.App.4th 644, 40 Cal.Rptr.2d
360 and Osborn v. Irwin **159 iHemorial Blood Bank
(1992) 5 Cal.App.4th 234, 7 Cal.Rptr.2d IOI (Osborn),
dealt with problems of whether a blood bank had taken
appropriate steps to prevent the contamination of blood,
and they treated the problem as "a question of
professional negligence which had to be decided by
looking at the custom and practice of the industry."
(Spann supra, at p. 652, 40 Cal.Rptr.2d 360; Osborn,
supra. at pp. 276-282, 7 Cal.Rptr.2d IOI.) Blood banks
were not found negligent for failing to perform tests that
no other such institutions in the nation were using. (Id. at
p. 282, 7 CaLRptr.2d IOI.) These appellate court
decisions were based on determinations that competent
expert evidence had been presented, showing the
defending blood banks had met the industry standard of
care. In response, those plaintiffs seeking to prove
negligence liability had only produced an expert's
personal opinion of what the industry should have done,
but they failed to address the applicable customs and
practices of the blood banking industry at the relevant
time periods.
In

"We agree with the Osborn
should not be
to

testimony rules are utilized to address either standard. "It
is for the trial court to determine, in the exercise of a
sound discretion, the competency and qualification of an
expert witness to give his opinion in evidence [citation],
and its ruling will not be disturbed on appeal unless a
manifest abuse of that discretion is shown." (Osborn,
supra, 5 Cal.App.4th 234, 273-274. 7 Cal.Rptr.2d l 0 I,
relying on Huffman v. Lindquist (1951) 37 Cal.2d 465,
476, 234 P.2d 34.)

Kohler to address the problem of slipperiness, or the
industry standards that it followed, were somehow
inadequate. The trial court was justified in granting
summary judgment to Kohler. These conclusions on duty
and breach make it unnecessary to discuss any causation
issues at this stage of the proceedings.

III

In the case before us, qualified engineers examined the

subject bathtub and rendered detailed opinions about the
adequacy of it as a product, by applying *430 and giving
opinions about the adequacy of industry standards for
manufacturing such products. The type of materials and
techniques used for manufacturing products are not
matters of "common knowledge," and Howard needed
opinions from qualified experts to establish there were
triable issues of fact regarding breach of duty and
negligence, as well as design defect. The same principles
for establishing the proper scope and objectives of expert
testimony, as utilized in Spann, supra, 34 Cal.App.4th
644, 40 Cal.Rptr.2d 360, and Osborn. supra, 5
Cal.App.4th 234, 7 Cal.Rptr.2d l 0 l, can properly be
extended to evaluate the persuasiveness of expert
testimony on the safety of a product, in light of industry
standards. A fair reading of Spann and Osborn shows that
they developed evidence law in a particular professional
negligence context, but that those general analytical
principles may be extended to other types of negligence,
such as alleged here.
Moreover, such expert testimony about the safety of a
product, in light of industry standards, can also take into
account other applicable and relevant circumstances.
**760 (See
supra. 134 Cal.App.4th at pp.
1370-l
37 Cal.Rptr.3d
As framed by CACI No.
1221, the negligence inquiry asks if the manufacturer
failed to use the amount of care in designing the product
that a reasonably careful designer or manufacturer would
have used in similar circumstances. Kohler's
described the methods that are used at the

CLAIMS AGAINST OMNI

On appeal of the new trial order, Omni argues that the
trial court got it right the first time when it granted
Omni's summary judgment, because Howard had failed to
bring forward evidence showing Omni was in possession
of facts giving it actual or constructive knowledge that
this bathtub was dangerously slippery. At the time of the
summary judgment ruling, the trial *431 court determined
that not enough was known about the factual
circumstances of other accidents at another Omni hotel, or
the condition of those bathtubs, to deem them to be
substantially similar in nature and to give rise to such
notice that required corrective action.
However, the court then granted a new trial, reasoning
that on the facts before it, it should instead have
concluded that triable issues of fact remained regarding
the existence of actual or constructive notice of an
unreasonably dangerous condition, based on knowledge
available to Omni about two previous bathtub accidents in
the New Haven hotel. We next outline principles of
premises liability for evaluating the record on this issue of
actual or constructive notice of any unreasonable levels of
risk posed by the bathtubs.

A. Applicable Standards: Premises
Liability/Negligence
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470, 36 P.3d I I; Moore, supra, at p. 476, 3 Cal.Rptr.3d
813.) An owner is liable for harm caused by a dangerous
condition, of which the owner had actual or constructive
knowledge. (Ortega, supra. p. 1206. 114 Cal.Rptr.2d 470,
36 P.3d I I.) An injured plaintiff has the burden of
showing that the owner had notice of the defect in
sufficient **761 time to correct it, but failed to take
reasonable steps to do so. (Moore. supra, at p. 476, 3
Cal.Rptr.3d 813.) One way to carry that burden is to raise
an inference that the hazardous condition existed long
enough for the owner to have discovered it, if an owner
exercising reasonable care would have learned of it.
(Ortega. supra. at pp. 1210-1213, 114 Cal.Rptr.2d 470,
36 P.3d I I; Moore, supra, at p. 477. 3 Cal.Rptr.3d 813.)6
[3 l] [32] [33] Hotel proprietors have a special
relationship with their guests that gives rise to a duty "to
protect them against unreasonable risk of physical harm."
(Petamn, supra. I 0 Cal.4th 1185, 1206. 43 Cal.Rptr.2d
836, 899 P.2d 905.) " 'The duty in each case [as with
common carriers] is only one to exercise reasonable care
under the circumstances. The defendant is not liable
where he neither knows nor should *432 know of the
unreasonable risk ... .' " (Ibid.) However, hotel guests can
reasonably expect that the hotel owner will be reasonably
diligent in inspecting its rooms for defects, and correcting
them upon discovery. "But the guest cannot reasonably
expect that the owner will correct defects of which the
owner is unaware and that cannot be discerned by a
reasonable inspection." (Peterson, supra, 10 Cal.4th
1185, 1206, 43 CaLRptr.2d 836. 899 P.2d 905.)
[34] [35] The fact that an accident occurred does not give
rise to a presumption that it was caused by negligence.
(Buehler, supra, 224 Cal.App.3d 729, 734, 274 Cal.Rptr.
14.J Instead, the injured plaintiff must establish sufficient
facts or circumstances that support an inference of a
breach of duty, to defeat a summary judgment motion by
a defendant that is asserting due care was exercised. It is
not enough for the plaintiff to provide speculation or
conjecture that a dangerous condition of property might
have been present at the time of the accident. (!bid.)
no two accidents
in the same
way, to be admissible for
notice to a landowner
of a

To the extent the trial court's ruling on that issue was
based on conclusions of law, we review those conclusions
de novo. (Id. at p. 1370, fn. 5, 37 Cal.Rptr.3d 9.)
We also note that at this point in the litigation, Howard
does not appear to be claiming that Omni's maintenance
of the bathtub in his hotel room was faulty (such as if it
had allowed excessively slippery foreign substances to
accumulate there). Instead, he is now arguing that the
evidence of other falls in other Omni hotels was enough
to create a duty in Omni to take further protective
measures.

**762 B. Extent of Notice; Analysis
[38] [39] Omni relies on various out-of-state cases to
contend that a property owner may properly rely on
industry standards to defeat a claim that its bathroom
fixtures are defective or dangerous. (See Haney v.
Marriott international, Inc. (D.D.C.2007) 2007 WL
2936087, 2007 U.S. Dist. 74872; Billings v. Starwood
Realty (N.D.Ga.2006) 2006 WL 2639496, 2006 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 65182.) Although evidence of that *433 condition
of the property is in compliance with "industry" standards
is relevant, that is not the only inquiry necessary for
applying California premises liability standards, as
outlined above. The overall question is whether Omni, as
an owner, used reasonable care under all the relevant
known circumstances, to discover and correct any
identifiable dangerous condition of its property. (CACI
No. lOll.)

This record shows that Omni's circumstances included
knowledge of its director of security, Lars Renteria, that
the San Diego hotel had been in operation for 22 months,
the tub had been in use and had been cleaned throughout
that period, and there had not been any other reports there
of bathtub injuries. Omni did not routinely provide
bathmats to
but Omni staff would have obtained
them if

testified in
the San
the company about any
with similar
and learned about the New Haven incidents. Out
the 38
there were six
them had had

should have been done earlier, because those reports of
two different people slipping in bathtubs at the New
Haven Omni hotel were generated in 2004 and 2005, and
those injured persons told Omni personnel their tubs were
not safe without a rubber bathmat.
Relying on those reports of two bathtub accidents at the
New Haven Omni hotel, Howard argued that even though
the Kohler bathtub met industry standards for coefficient
of friction and surface coverage of the anti-slip coating,
the tub was nevertheless unsafe, and/or further protections
should have been provided. He also relied on the
discovery materials that showed Kohler had institutional
knowledge of four other such hotel tub accidents.
Omni objected to such use of the New Haven slip
incidents. In connection with the Kohler summary
judgment motion, the trial court had considered the New
Haven incident reports, as exhibits attached to a
deposition, for the purpose of showing that there was
some degree of notice to "defendant" of earlier accidents,
and it apparently used the same analysis about Omni.
Omni now argues those prior incidents were not shown to
be substantially similar and they therefore amounted to an
inadequate showing, as a matter of law, to support any
grant of a new trial based on the theory that it should *434
have exercised more reasonable care to discover and
correct the condition of the bathtub. (Peterson, supra, lO
Cal.4th l l85, 1206. 43 Cal.Rptr.2d 836, 899 P.2d 905.)
Such corrective action might have included providing
bathmats, grab bars, or an after-market anti-slip treatment
The burden was on Howard to show that Omni had notice
of undue danger or defective slipperiness of the bathtub,
supra, l l !
within sufficient time to correct it.
3

did. (Buehler, supra, 224 CaLApp.3d 729,
Cal.Rptr. 14.)

It is not enough for Howard now to argue that Omni
breached a duty to him, as a future guest, when it failed to
communicate what it knew among its various hotels, such
as the New Haven injured guests' beliefs that their
accidents were caused by a lack of bathmats. At argument
on the motions, counsel for Omni pointed out that another
factor in deciding on whether to supply bathmats is
whether they collect mold and create a new problem. That
may be an issue of hotel management, which was outside
the scope of the expertise of these engineers, or the scope
of these pleadings. On this bare record, we cannot base
our decision on some alleged inadequacy of Omni's
safety policies and/or communication among its hotels.
We further disagree with Howard's contention that when
the New Haven slipping incidents occurred, Omni was
placed upon a heightened duty of inquiry to find out from
Kohler if there had been any further such incidents. Other
than saying he could bring in "ample evidence" to allow a
jury reasonably to find that Omni had both actual and
constructive knowledge that the tubs in its hotel rooms,
including those in the San Diego Omni, were dangerously
slippery, Howard provides only his own witness
testimony and interpretations. He has not shown triable
issues of fact exist on whether Omni breached its relevant
duties to him, based on what it knew about all the
circumstances, including the supply of bathtubs for use by
guests.

*435 DISPOSITION
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**763 We disagree with the trial court that Howard's
evidence raises a triable issue of fact on Omni's actual
aai1ge:rm1s condition of its property. We do not
on any legal conclusions about the Kohler
although
criteria to reach that
the commonsense factors that bathtubs
that Omni pur·cna:sed

Summary judgment is affirmed as to Kohler; order
reversed as to Omni with directions to enter a defense
to be borne
summary judgment Costs on
Howard.

WE

Omni

274

2

Originally, the parties debated the issue of whether Howard, a relatively tall person, was standing on or at the very edge of the
nonslip coating, as it had been applied to the bathtub. However, it is unclear whether Howard is still pursuing a theory that the
nonslip coating was not wide enough. since he mainly argues that the tub as a whole remained too slippery, despite its compliance
with industry standards.

3

Howard also relied on other incident reports from non-Omni hotels showing there were slips in Kohler bathtubs. The court
sustained Kohler's objections to those documents, but noted that Howard had adequately showed "that defendant[s] may have had
notice of a few other incidents of falling in a bathtub." The court stated that those reports did not provide any context of how many
such tubs were used in other hotels, which minimized the relevance of the evidence.

4

Soule, supra, 8 Cal.4th at page 566. footnote 2, 34 Cal.Rptr.2d 607, 882 P.2d 298. appears to limit the authority of Grimshaw as
follows: "Under the particular circumstances, use of the consumer expectations test alone was approved in Grimshaw v. Ford
Motor Co. (1981) ll9 Cal.App.3d 757, 174 Cal.Rptr. 348. There, a 1972 Pinto was instantly engulfed in flames when another
vehicle struck it from the rear at 28 to 37 miles per hour. There was evidence that Ford knew placement of the Pinto's fuel tank
was unsafe. The theory of trial was consumer expectations. Two weeks before the case went to the jury, we decided Barker [.
supra, 20 Cal.3d 413, 143 Cal.Rptr. 225, 573 P.2d 443]. Ford immediately requested a risk-benefit instruction, which the trial court
refused. In a pre-Campbell appeal, the Court of Appeal affirmed. Noting both the timing and theory-of-trial problems, the court
also observed that a risk-benefit instruction would actually have prejudiced Ford, because under Barker, it offered an additional
means of recovery for design defect." (Italics omitted.)

5

At argument, Kohler's attorney pointed out that people who are bathing do not want to stand or sit on concrete, which has a higher
friction coefficient.

6

Omni cites several out-of-state cases to contend that no evidence of any previous bathtub accidents should have been admissible,
because there had never been an accident in this same hotel room. (Johnson v. Red Roof Inns (E.D.Mich.1997). l 997 WL 1949178,
1997 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 12069; Coyle v. Beryl's Motor Hotel (Ohio.App.1961) 171 N.E.2d 355.) Such cases are not persuasive
under the more modem premises liability rules set forth in Ortega. supra, 26 Cal.4th 1200. 114 Cal.Rptr.2d 470, 36 P.3d 11.

highly relevant, where vendor's prosecution of
the action against broker and purchaser was
required by a promise vendor made to
godmother's conservator in the settlement of
godmother's lawsuit. West's Ann.Cal.Welf. &
Inst.Code§ 15610.30.
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Reginald MASON et al., Defendants and
Appellants.
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Denied May 17, 2011. I Review Denied July 27, 2011.

[2]

In determining whether the trial court committed
prejudicial evidentiary error in excluding certain
defense evidence, the inquiry is whether it
appears reasonably probable that, were it not for
the trial court's incorrect evidentiary rulings, a
result more favorable to the appellant could have
been obtained. Wesfs Ann.Cal.Evict.Code §
354.

Synopsis
Background: Through guardian ad !item, vendor of
residence in leaseback arrangement brought action against
purchaser and broker for fraud and deceit, financial
dependent adult abuse, breach of fiduciary duty,
intentional infliction of emotional distress, conspiracy,
negligence, and common count for monies received. The
Superior Court, Los Angeles County, No. BC347869,
Kenneth R. Freeman, J., entered judgment on special jury
verdict for vendor. Purchaser and broker appealed.
Holdings: The Court of Appeal, Klein, P.J., held that:
[l] defense psychiatrist's expert opinion that vendor did
not suffer from mental retardation was supported by
sufficient foundation, and
[2] exclusion of psychiatrist's expert testimony was
prejudicial.

Reversed and remanded with directions.

Appeal and Error
'4r"'Particular types of evidence

[3J

Evidence
·1;c=Facts relating to human life, health. habits,
and acts

Court of Appeal would take judicial notice of
the fact that to pass the General Educational
Development (GED) high school equivalency
examination, one must be able to read, compute,
interpret information, and express oneself in
writing on a level comparable to that of 60
of
school seniors.
Ann.CaLEvid.Code
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expert in forming an opinion upon the subject to
which his testimony relates," and thus was
supported by a sufficient foundation in vendor's
action against broker and purchaser for financial
dependent adult abuse, even though psychiatrist
did not personally interview vendor, and even if
psychiatrist formed his opinion before obtaining
vendor's medical records, where psychiatrist
read all three volumes of vendor's deposition
testimony, viewed more than 15 hours of
vendor's videotaped deposition testimony, and
read vendor's expert's trial testimony in its
entirety. West's Ann.Cal.Evid.Code § 80l(a);
West's Ann.Cal.Welf. & Inst.Code§ 15610.30.

See Cal. Jur. 3d, Evidence. § 621; Wegner et al.,
Cal. Practice Guide: Civil Trials and Evidence
(The Rutter Group 2010) <JI 8:646 (CACIVEV
Ch. 8C~H); 1 Witkin. Cal. Evidence (4th ed.
2000) Opinion Evidence, § 31.

[5]

Appeal and Error
'ii"' Particular types of evidence

Trial court's error in excluding psychiatrist's
expert testimony that vendor of residence in
leaseback transaction did not suffer from mental
retardation was prejudicial to broker and
purchaser in vendor's action for financial
dependent adult abuse, where vendor's theory of
the case was that broker and purchaser took
advantage of vendor's "disabilities in gaining
her trust and inducing her to enter into the
transaction which deprived her of her home,"
and the exclusion of psychiatrist's expert
opinion that vendor had normal
eviscerated the defense case and left the
with uncontroverted expert

**230 Klapach & Klapach and Joseph S. Klapach for
Defendants and Appellants.
Law Offices of Armen M. Tashjian and Armen M.
Tashjian, Los Angeles, for Plaintiff and Respondent.

Opinion
KLEIN, P.J.

*1104 Defendants and appellants Reginald Mason
(Reginald) and Shante Mason (Shante)l (collectively, the
Masons) appeal a $700,000 judgment in favor of plaintiff
and respondent Kelley Angela Bell (Bell) following a jury
trial, as well as a postjudgment order awarding Bell
$204,500 in attorney fees.
Bell sold her house to Shante for $130,000. Bell then sued
the Masons alleging she "suffers from mental
retardation"2 and that the Masons "took advantage of
plaintiff's disabilities in gaining her **231 trust and
inducing her to enter into the transaction which deprived
her of her home."
The defense theory is that Bell is of normal intelligence
and that she knowingly entered into an arm's length
transaction with Shante for the sale of her property. At
trial, the defense sought to call Dr. Samuel Black (Black)
as an expert psychiatric witness to testify Bell is not
mentally retarded and that she in fact has average
intelligence. The trial court ruled Black could not testify
regarding Bell's mental retardation or lack thereof.
Although Black had reviewed, inter alia, Bell's medical
records and had viewed in excess of 15 hours of her
videotaped deposition, the trial court ruled that because
Black had not met or personally examined Bell, the
defense had failed to lay a sufficient foundation for Black
to testify as to Bell's IQ or mental retardation.
of this
we conclude a
In the published
sufficient foundation was shown for Black's testimonv·
the mere fact Black had not
examined Bell did
him

Bell

125 Cal.Rptr.3d 229, 11
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dependent adult abuse and conspiracy. Therefore, the trial
court's evidentiary errors do not require this matter to be
remanded for a new trial. Instead. we reverse and remand
to the trial court with directions to enter judgment in favor
of the Masons.

on said Grant Deed of September 2, 2003. That BELL
made said illegal transfer of the PROPERTY for the sole
purpose of obtaining a monetary loan in the amount of
$62,000.00 and thereby placing a lien against the
PROPERTY for said amount."4
*1106 Asa Williams subsequently was placed under a
conservatorship.

*1105 FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL
BACKGROUND

On July 7, 2005, Asa Williams died intestate, without
leaving any heirs at law.

1. Overview.3

a. Bell's acquisition and encumbering of the subject real
property.
John Williams and Asa Williams (the godparents) were an
elderly childless couple who frequently took care of Bell
when she was a child. Bell went to the library and read
about grant deeds and how to transfer real estate. On or
about September 2, 2003, title to the Williamses' real
property located on 4th Avenue in Los Angeles (the
property) purportedly was transferred by grant deed to
Bell as a gift. At the time, there were no encumbrances on
the property.
On September 16, 2003, two weeks after obtaining title to
the property, Bell obtained a $65,000 loan on the property
from JMJ Financial Group (JMJ), secured by a deed of
trust, at a rate of 12 per cent per annum. The interest rate
was high because Bell had poor credit.
In October 2003, Bell moved Asa Williams to a
convalescent hospital. John Williams, who was in poor
health, died in December 2003.
As will be explained in greater detail below, in November
2003, Bell entered into an agreement to sell the prope1iy
to Shante for I

[11 On October 12, 2005, Asa Williams's conservator,
Harold Johnson (Johnson), entered into a settlement
agreement and mutual release with Bell.5 The settlement
agreement did not require any cash outlay by Bell. The
settlement agreement noted the existence of claims by
Bell against Shante, Bonville and others regarding the
subject real property and the refinancing of the property
and stated "Bell agrees to pursue such claims. ['JI] 4. In the
event Bell recovers on the Claims set forth in paragraph 3
above, ... Bell agrees to pay Johnson one half of all
amounts recovered or the value of all property recovered,
less the sum of ... [$11,500.00)." Thus, Bell's prosecution
of the instant lawsuit against the Masons was required by
the promise Bell made to the conservator in the Williams
settlement agreement.

2. The instant lawsuit.
On January 9, 2007, Bell, by and through a guardian ad
litem, Ella Bell Gory, filed the operative first amended
complaint against the Masons, Bonville, as well as JMJ,
Gateway Loans, Inc. (Gateway), and Horizon Escrow,
Inc. (Horizon). The complaint sought, inter alia, to quiet
title in Bell as the sole owner in fee simple of the subject
real property she obtained from the Williamses. Bell
alleged she obtained the property by grant deed in
September 2003, and that she borrowed $64,000 against
the property one month later.
The

**232 b. Bell's godmother sues Bell to recover title to
the
Bell enters into a settlement agreement
with the godmother's conservator, obligating Bell to
or1)secu1~e the instant lawsuit.
Williams filed a ~V>HIJ"",,"

causes
civil
and
intentional infliction of emotional distress. Asa Williams
PROPERTY
Bell

two distinct acts of

defrauded in the transaction
to Shante.
for I
2004, plaintiff
sold
to **233 Shante

been agreed, defendants treated the sale as real and
evicted her from the property in 2006.

(1) Direct examination of plaintiff's expert.

*1107 Bell pied the various defendants "relied on their
knowledge that plaintiff suffers from mental retardation"6
and "took advantage of plaintiffs disabilities in gaining
her trust and inducing her to enter into the transaction
which deprived her of her home."

To establish her mental incapacity, Bell presented the
expert testimony of Dr. Catherine Scarf, a practicing
psychologist. Scarf testified she had administered various
performance and verbal tests to Bell, which disclosed
Bell's IQ is 62, placing her in the bottom one percentile.
Scarf opined Bell is incapable of entering into contracts.

Based on these allegations, Bell asserted claims for fraud
and deceit, conversion by Bonville of the $5 l ,971 loan
proceeds, financial dependent adult abuse (Welf. &
Inst.Code, § 15600 et seq., § 15610.30), breach of
fiduciary duty, intentional infliction of emotional distress,
conspiracy, negligence and common count for monies
received. Bell sought damages, quiet title, imposition of a
constructive trust and an accounting.

Scarf explained that in diagnosing mental retardation,
according to the DSM Manual, "which is what you use to
diagnose mental retardation, mental retardation has to be
established prior to the age of 18." Here, Scarf evaluated
Bell at age 37, at which time Bell was first diagnosed
with mental retardation, but Scarf opined Bell's history
over the years indicated mental retardation.

Prior to trial, JMJ, Gateway and Horizon were dismissed
from the case, and the trial court granted summary
adjudication in favor of the Masons on Bell's quiet title
claim. The trial court struck Bonville's answer as a
discovery sanction and entered Bonville's default. Thus,
the sole claims in issue are Bell's claims against the
Masons arising out of her sale of her property to Shante.

3. Trial testimony.
[2] In determining whether the trial court committed
prejudicial evidentiary error in excluding certain defense
evidence (Evid.Code, § 354), the inquiry is whether "it
appears reasonably probable that were it not for the trial
court's incorrect evidentiary rulings, a result more
favorable to [appellant] could have been obtained.
[Citation]."
D. v. 1Wichelin North America, Inc.
165 Cal.App.4th IOI L 1040, 81 Cal.Rptr.3d 756.J
We summarize the evidence mindful of this standard.

a. Plaintiff's case. 7
Under Bell's
of the case, the parties had agreed to
treat the $
sale of the
to Shante as "a
mere sham'' and that Bell *1108 ''would continue in
the 4th

(2) Cross-examination of Scarf.

Cross-examination disclosed Scarf evaluated Bell at the
request of Bell's attorney, Armen Tashjian (Tashjian)
(Bell's trial and appellate counsel). Cross-examination
revealed the circumstances under which Scarf came to
evaluate Bell. The trial court admitted into evidence
Exhibit 423, a letter from Tashjian to Germany that went
into Bell's file. The letter stated in pertinent part: "/wish
to explain briefly why Kelley Bell has an urgent need for
evaluation by a psychiatrist or licensed psychologist who
has practiced for at least five years. Ms. Bell is
represented by this law firm in the above-referenced
litigation. This lawsuit involves individuals who use
deceptive tactics to take away Ms. Bell's residence,
effectively rendering her homeless for several months.
She seeks compensation for her damages." (Italics added.)
Thus, on August 18, 2006, Tashjian referred Bell to Scarf
to obtain a capacity declaration for the court to determine
whether a conservator should be appointed for Bell.8 Bell
came to Scarfs office on August 24. 2006, *1109
who
Scarf

can
However. Scarf asserted
can't fake me out" because she
at other data
besides test scores.
Scarf stated she was not
and
familiar with what is tested on a GED
therefore could not address the impact of Bell's
a GED on her assessment.9 Scarf also was
unaware that Bell has a driver's license. Scarf did not

retainer agreement between Bell and Tashjian. She did
not **235 read the transcript of Bell's deposition or view
the videotape of Bell's deposition to assess Bell's
intellectual capacity. Scarf did not know whether Bell was
capable of doing research at the library, and did not
inquire of Bell as to her real estate knowledge or
experience.
Scarf stated she ordinarily checks different sources to
confirm whether what she was being told was accurate. In
this case, however, Scarf did not consult with anyone
other than Tashjian's office and Donetta Germany, who
accompanied Bell to Scarfs office.

b. Defense case.

As will be discussed below, in the Discussion section, the
trial court precluded the defense expert, Black, a highly
qualified licensed psychiatrist, from testifying "as to IQ or
retardation of Ms. Bell," stating "I do not believe there's
been a sufficient foundation laid for that," in that Black
had not personally evaluated Bell. The trial court limited
Black's testimony to depression and personality disorder.
As a consequence, the jury was left with Scarf's
uncontroverted expert testimony that Bell has an IQ of 62.
The defense theory of the case was that Bell lied about
being a helpless person who was taken advantage of, that
Bell improperly acquired the property from her
godparents, immediately extracted as much equity as she
could, given her poor credit, and then sold the property to
Shante in order to extract additional money from the
property. The defense contended Bell *1110 knowingly
entered into an arms-length transaction with Shante for
the sale of the property, and the sale price was fair in light
of prevailing market conditions as well as the dilapidated
condition of the property. Specifically, there was a gaping
hole in the bathroom floor, the subfloor had rotted out. the
heating and
were inadequate, . the
garage was falling down, the
was
and
the house
off its foundation.

c. Verdict.

The jury returned special verdicts, finding, inter alia: there
was a conspiracy between Banville and the Masons to
defraud Bell; Reginald made a false representation of fact
to Bell, 11 upon which she reasonably relied; and Bell was
a dependent adult at the time of the conduct. As against
the Masons, the jury awarded Bell $200,000 for past
economic loss, $100,000 for past noneconomic loss, and
$100,000 for future noneconomic loss. In addition,
Reginald and Shante were ordered to pay Bell punitive
damages in the sums of $200,000 and $100,000,
respectively. Thus, Bell was awarded a total of $700,000
in damages.

d. Motion for new trial.

The Masons brought a motion for new trial, ra1smg
numerous grounds including **236 abuse of discretion by
the trial court in its evidentiary rulings, and juror
misconduct, based on concealment by two jurors of their
personal experience with mental disabilities.
On May 19, 2009, the trial court denied the motion for
new trial.
On May 26, 2009, the Masons filed a timely notice of
appeal from the judgment.

*1111 e. Attorney fees.
On June
2009, Bell moved for an award of attorney
fees in the amount of
on the
she had
on her claim under the Elder Abuse and
Uepe:nd1~nt Adult Civil Protection

total of
100 to
the Masons filed a
notice
prn;quag:ment order for <>ttnrr1Pu fees.

CONTENTIONS
The Masons contend: the trial court erred in excluding
evidence relating to critical issues in the case and thereby
prevented the defense from presenting its theory of the
case; the trial court erred in admitting certain evidence;
Bell failed to present sufficient evidence to support her
claims of conspiracy, fraud, dependent person abuse, and
intentional infliction of emotional distress; the trial court
erred in refusing to grant a new trial based upon juror
misconduct; the judgment should be reversed due to
cumulative error; and the attorney fee award to Bell
should be vacated.

DISCUSSION
1. Trial court committed prejudicial evidentiary error in
precluding defense expert Black from testifying that Bell
is not mentally retarded.

a. Proceedings.
At trial, the defense sought to call Black as an expert
psychiatric witness to testify Bell does not suffer from
mental retardation and that in fact she has average
intelligence. The trial court conducted a hearing outside
the presence of the jury to determine the admissibility of
this testimony.
The record reflects Black has solid credentials. He is a
licensed psychiatrist with 38 years of experience. He is on
the teaching faculty at UCLA Medical School. Further,
Black read Scarfs trial testimony in its entirety and
reviewed the records that Scarf produced which Scarf
testified were the basis for her opinion. In addition, Black
read all three volumes of Bell's deposition testimony and
Viewed in excess Of J5 hours Of her rnfiA~,"~'""1 QieOClS!LlOn

white middle class population.
Black offered examples from his review of Bell's
deposition that helped him form his opinion that Bell is
not mentally retarded. **237 Black cited Bell's ability to
read rapidly and clearly from the escrow instructions, and
that she remembered her credit union account number.
[4] The trial court ruled Black could not testify regarding
Bell's mental retardation or lack thereof. The trial court
was not concerned with Black's training or qualifications.
The trial court's sole concern was that Black had not met
or personally examined Bell, and therefore the defense
had failed to lay a sufficient foundation for Black to
testify as to Bell's IQ or mental retardation.12

b. Exclusion of Black's opinion re mental retardation
was erroneous; the fact Black did not personally
examine Bell did not affect the admissibility of the
evidence but merely went to the weight of his testimony.
Evidence Code section 80 I provides: "If a witness is
testifying as an expert, his testimony in the form of an
opinion is limited to such an opinion as is: [<J[J (a) Related
to a subject that is sufficiently beyond common
experience that the opinion of an expert would assist the
trier of fact; and ['ll] (b) Based on matter (including his
special knowledge, skill, experience, training, and
education) perceived by or personally known to the
witness or made known to him at or before the hearing,
whether or not admissible, that is of a type that
reasonably may be relied upon by an expert in forming an
opinion upon the subject to which his testimony relates,
unless an expert is precluded by law from using such
matter as a basis for his opinion." (Italics added.)
The trial court's stated reliance on
(
69 CaL2d 122, 70
l
death penalty case, was misplaced. In Bassett, the issue
of two prclse<:uti:on
was whether the
*1113 experts, neither of whom had
defendant in person and who testified

rather than to its admissibility' (Estate of Schluttig ( 1950)
36 Cal.2d 416. 424 [224 P.2d 695] ). And this rule has
recently been applied to the sanity testimony of a
psychiatrist who was not permitted to conduct a personal
examination of the defendant. (People v. Brekke ( 1967)
250 Cal.App.2d 651, 661-662 [58 Cal.Rptr. 854].)"
(Bassett, supra. 69 Cal.2d at p. !46, fn.
70 Cal.Rptr.
193, 443 P.2d 777. italics added; accord People v. Phillips
(198 l) l 22 Cal.App.3d 69, 85, l 75 Cal.Rptr. 703 ["the
fact that Dr. Blinder's testimony was based in large
measure upon reports by others rather than upon his
personal observations of the defendant or of other persons
displaying that syndrome may affect the weight of his
testimony but does not render that testimony inadmissible
if those reports meet the standard of reasonable
reliability"], italics added.)
**238 Here, Black had more than the "necessary
minimum acquaintance with the case in which he [was J
called to testify." (Bassett, supra, 69 Cal.2d at p. 146, fn.
22. 70 Cal.Rptr. 193, 443 P.2d 777.) As noted, Black read
Scarf's trial testimony in its entirety and he reviewed the
records that Scarf produced which Scarf testified were the
basis for her opinion. In addition, Black read all three
volumes of Bell's deposition testimony and viewed in
excess of 15 hours of her videotaped deposition
testimony. Therefore, Black established a solid foundation
for his testimony. The trial court's exclusion of Black's
expert opinion that Bell has normal intelligence was
clearly erroneous.13

[5] As pied in the complaint, Bell's theory of the case is
that she "suffers from mental retardation" and that the
Masons "took advantage of plaintiffs disabilities in
gaining her trust and inducing her to enter into the
transaction which deprived her of her home." The
exclusion of Black's expert opinion that Bell has normal
intelligence eviscerated the defense case and left the jury
with uncontroverted expert testimony by Scarf that Bell is
mentally retarded. This prejudicial evidentiary error
requires reversal of the judgment.

[[ 11**

*1114 DISPOSITION
The judgment and the postjudgment attorney fee order are
reversed and the matter is remanded to the trial court with
directions to enter judgment in favor of the Masons. The
Masons shall recover their costs on appeal.

We concur: CROSKEY, and ALDRICH, JJ.

Parallel Citations
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c. Erroneous exclusion of Black's testimony was
prejudicial.
Footnotes

*

Pursuant to California Rules of Court. rules 8.1 l 00 and 1110, this opinion is certified for partial publication. The portions of this
opinion to be deleted from publication ate those portions enclosed within double brackets, [[ ]].
We refer to the individual appellants

their first names for purposes of
retarded" was used in the

4
5

and in the

or

Bell v.
125 Cal.Rptr.3d 229, 11

grade, attended a 90-day GED program and obtained a GED high school equivalency certificate. Thereafter, Bell attended a junior
college for one semester, where she studied child development but did not obtain a certificate. Bell's ambition was to become a
teacher. She was able to keep up with the college course work. She dropped out because she had to take care of her father, not
because the work was too hard. Bell performed research at the library on real estate transfers and grant deeds, and she is a reader of
the Los Angeles Times real estate section. Also, Bell interviewed various lawyers to represent her, she tried to get a sense of their
knowledge and experience, and she felt she "could fairly judge and decide who [she] wanted" to represent her.

7

We note that respondent's brief is largely devoid of discussion of the evidence which plaintiff presented to the jury. Instead, the
respondent's brief, in its summary of the evidence. cites primarily to plaintiffs pleadings.

8

The capacity declaration completed by Scarf diagnosed Bell with mild mental retardation and depressive order and opined the
proposed conservatee lacked the capacity to give informed consent to any form of medical treatment.

9

We take judicial notice of the fact that to pass the GED high school equivalency examination, one must be "able to read, compute,
interpret information, and express [one]self in writing on a level comparable to that of 60 percent of graduating high school
seniors." (http://www.acenet.edu/Content/NavigationMenu/ged/faq/index.htm#do-to-pass, last visited Apr. 26, 2011; Evict.Code.
§§ 452, subd. (h), 459.) Scarf did not explain how someone in the bottom one percentile of human intelligence is capable of
performing at the level required to pass the GED examination. Despite the weakness of Scarfs expert testimony, the trial court's
exclusion of defense expert testimony left the trier of fact with plaintiffs uncontroverted expert testimony that Bell is mentally
retarded.

IO

Shante's lender appraised the property at $190,000. Two years later, Shante sold the property for $365,000.

11

This finding is contrary to Bell's deposition testimony that Reginald never said anything that led Bell to believe he intended to
defraud her, as discussed infra.

12

The trial court's ruling was internally inconsistent and illogical. Although the trial court concluded Black's failure to personally
examine Bel! precluded Black from opining as to mental retardation, the trial court stated "I will allow the psychiatrist to testify
about depression and personality disorder."

13

Bell asserts the trial court properly barred Black from testifying she is not mentally retarded because Black admitted he formed an
opinion about her lack of retardation beginning with his review of Bell's deposition, before he obtained Bell's medical records.
The argument is meritless. The manner in which Black evaluated Bell's mental capacity goes to the weight of Black's opinion, not
to whether a proper foundation was shown for Black's expert testimony.

**

See footnote*, ante.
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A prospective juror's personal views concerning
the death penalty do not necessarily afford a
basis for excusing the juror for bias in a capital
case.

54 CalAth 1
Supreme Court of California
The PEOPLE, Plaintiff and Respondent,
V.

William Alfred JONES, Defendant and Appellant.
No. So7672i. I May 7, 2012.

Synopsis

[2J

Background: Defendant was convicted in the Superior
Court, Riverside County, No. RIF73 l 93, Robert G.
Spitzer, J., of first degree murder of his elderly neighbor
and arson, and jury also found true the three special
circumstance allegations that the murder took place
during the commission of rape, sodomy, and burglary,
and defendant was sentenced to death.
Holdings: On automatic appeal, the Supreme Court,
Cantil-Sakauye, CJ., held that:
[ l] potential juror could be excused for cause based on
her death penalty views;
[2] defendant who failed to exhaust peremptory
challenges failed to preserve for appeal claim that trial
court erred in failing to excuse five jurors for cause;
[JJ evidence of defendant's sexual assault on 16-year-old
girl was admissible;
[4J any error in giving jury instruction on other bad acts
evidence was harmless;
expert opinion that murder victim was sexually
assaulted prior to murder, rather than after. was not more
prejudicial than probative;
.
any error in excluding testimony of clinical
psychologist describing defendant's personality disorder
and the effects of alcohol intoxication on him was
harmless error; and
victim impact evidence was not so inflammatorv as to
divert the
attention from
proper
and thus

Jury

'FPunishment prescribed for offense
To achieve the constitutional imperative of
impartiality, the law permits a prospective juror
to be challenged for cause only if his or her
views in favor of or against capital punishment
would prevent or substantially impair the
performance of his duties as a juror in
accordance with the court's instructions and the
juror's oath. U.S.C.A Const.Amends. 6, 14;
West's Ann.Cal. Const. Art. I. § 16.

[3]

Jury
•w"*Punishment prescribed for offense
A prospective juror is properly excluded in a
capital case if he or she is unable to follow the
trial court's instructions and conscientiously
consider all of the sentencing alternatives,
including the death penalty where appropriate.

the same whether the claim
in
exclude
who
the failure
exhibited
exclusion of ~rr- 0 m'""
anti-death bias.
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[S]

[8]

Jury
~Trial

Jury
~Evidence

and determination

During voir dire, jurors commonly supply
conflicting or equivocal responses to questions
directed at their potential bias or incapacity to
serve; when such conflicting or equivocal
answers are given, the trial court, through its
observation of the juror's demeanor as well as
through its evaluation of the juror's verbal
responses, is best suited to reach a conclusion
regarding the juror's actual state of mind.

When there is ambiguity in the prospective
juror's statements regarding the death penalty,
the trial court, aided as it undoubtedly is by its
assessment of the venireman's demeanor, is
entitled to resolve it in favor of the State.

[9]

Criminal Law
and impaneling

~Selection

[6]

A trial court's determination concerning juror
bias is reviewed for abuse of discretion.

Jury
iF">Punishment prescribed for offense
There is no requirement that a prospective
juror's bias against the death penalty be proven
with unmistakable clarity; rather, it is sufficient
that the trial judge is left with the definite
impression that a prospective juror would be
unable to faithfully and impartially apply the
law in the case before the juror.

[7]

[10)

Appellate courts recognize that a trial judge who
observes and speaks with a prospective juror and
hears that person's responses, noting, among
other things, the person's tone of voice, apparent
level of confidence, and demeanor, gleans
valuable information that simply does not
appear on the record; as such, the reviewing
court generally must defer to the judge who sees
and hears the prospective juror, and who has the
definite
that he is
failure to express clear views.

Criminal Law
selection
The
may be

these veniremen may
react when faced with
sentence, or may be unable to
wish to hide their true

Criminal Law
selection

[llJ

Criminal Law

Serv. 4966 ...

he could not under any circumstance
recommend the death penalty, the need to defer
to the trial court remains because so much may
tum on a potential juror's demeanor.

[12]

[15]

Criminal Law
selection

~Jury

Where the court and both counsel subject a
potential juror to substantial oral examination,
and the court is able to observe the juror during
this process, a juror's conflicting or ambiguous
answers regarding the death penalty may give
rise to the court's definite impression about the
juror's qualifications, and its decision to excuse
the juror deserves deference on appeal.

Jury
vz/ ·Punishment prescribed for offense
7

A prospective juror who is firmly opposed to the
death penalty is not necessarily disqualified
from serving on a capital jury.

[16]

Criminal Law
jury in general

·~Impaneling

[13]

Any error by trial court in excusing prospective
alternate juror for cause was not prejudicial at
capital murder trial, as no alternate jurors were
ever substituted in defendant's case.

Jury
·~~·Punishment

prescribed for offense

Those who firmly believe that the death penalty
is unjust may nevertheless serve as jurors in
capital cases so Jong as they state clearly that
they are willing to temporarily set aside their
own beliefs in deference to the rule of law.
[17]

[14]

Jury
if?vPunishment

Criminal Law
•0c=Competency of jurors and challenges
Criminal Law
1;ie:ce:-;s1•1v of specific objection

Counsel must make either a timely objection, or
the functional equivalent of an objection, such
as a statement of opposition or disagreement, to
the excusal of a juror for cause, stating specific
grounds, in order to preserve the issue for

for offense

Potential juror could be excused for cause at
capital murder trial, based on her death penalty
while
stated
that

[18]

Criminal Law
and

Criminal Law
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excuse five jurors for cause, where defendant
did not exhaust his peremptory challenges
during jury selection, nor did he communicate to
the trial court any dissatisfaction with the jury
ultimately impaneled.

[22]

Jury
,~Peremptory

[19]

challenges

Prosecutor's alleged exercise of all peremptory
challenges based on the prospective jurors'
views concerning capital punishment did not
deny capital murder defendant of his
constitutional right to a fair and impartial jury.
U.S.C.A. Const.Amends. 6, 14; West's Ann.Cal.
Const. Art. 1, § 16.

Criminal Law
lii=Overrnling challenges to jurors
As a general rule, a party may not complain on
appeal of an allegedly erroneous denial of a
challenge for cause because the party need not
tolerate having the prospective juror serve on the
jury; a litigant retains the power to remove the
juror by exercising a peremptory challenge.

[23]

Criminal Law
~=Relevancy

(201

Although evidence of prior criminal acts
generally is inadmissible to show bad character,
criminal disposition, or probability of guilt, such
evidence may be admissible when relevant to
prove some material fact other than the
defendant's general disposition to commit such
an act. West's Ann.Cal.Evid.Code § l IOl(b).

Criminal Law
~'~Competency

of jurors and challenges

Criminal Law
*r'Overruling challenges to jurors
To preserve for appeal a claim that a potential
juror should have been dismissed for cause, the
court requires that a litigant actually exercise a
peremptory challenge
and
remove
the
prospective juror in question, that the litigant
exhaust all of the peremptory challenges allotted
by statute and hold none in reserve, and that
counsel express to the trial court dissatisfaction
with the jury as presently constituted.

[241

Criminal Law
'~"Other

Misconduct
Misconduct

Criminal Law

Criminal Law

Motive

Criminal Law
Intent

[25]

[26]

Criminal Law
~'Factors Affecting Admissibility

confusing the issues, or of misleading the jury.
West's Ann.Cal.Evid.Code §§ 352, 1101.

Like other circumstantial evidence, admissibility
of other bad acts evidence depends on the
materiality of the fact sought to be proved, the
tendency of the prior crime to prove the material
fact, and the existence vel non of some other
rule
requmng
exclusion.
West's
Ann.Cal.Evid.Code § l 10 I (b ).

l Cases that cite this headnote

Criminal Law
'w"'Sex offenses, incest, and prostitution
Evidence of defendant's sexual assault on
16-year-old girl was admissible at capital
murder trial to show that defendant had a
predisposition to commit special circumstances
allegations of rape and sodomy. West's
Ann.Cal.Evid.Code § l I08(a).

Criminal Law
.;;;v8ex offenses, incest, and prostitution
Evidence code provision allowing for the
admissibility of evidence of other sexual
offenses in the prosecution for a sexual offense
is designed to provide the trier of fact in a sex
offense case the opportunity to learn of the
defendant's possible disposition to commit sex
crimes. West's Ann.Cal.Evid.Code § 1108.

[27]

[29]

[30]

Criminal Law
~·Sex offenses
Admissibility of evidence of other sexual
offenses in the prosecution for a sexual offense
does not require that the sex offenses be similar;
it is enough the charged offense and the prior
crimes are sex offenses as defined by the statute.
West's Ann.Cal.Evid.Code § I IOI.

Criminal l,aw
to Crime Charged

To be admissible to show intent, the uncharged
prior conduct and the charged offense need only
be sufficiently similar to support the inference
that defendant probably harbored the same
West's
intent
in
each
instance.
Ann.Cal.Evid.Code I I0 I.

[31]

Criminal Law
and

Criminal Law

Criminal Law

To be admissible bad acts

the

circumstances
rape and
evidence was probative of defendant's
to commit sexual offenses and to
refute the claim that he formed the intent to

4966 ...

oral copulation and assault with intent to commit
rape, crimes were not more serious or
inflammatory than the charge that defendant
raped, sodomized, paralyzed, viciously beat, and
strangled victim to death before setting her
house on fire, assault offenses were not too
remote in time, and evidence was not
cumulative. West's Ann.Cal.Evid.Code §§ 352,
I 108(a).

[32]

did not infect the entire trial. U.S.C.A.
Const.Amends. 5, 6, 14; CALJIC 2.50.

[34]

Forensic pathologist was qualified to testify as
an expert at capital murder trial as to the timing
of sexual assault of victim; expert was a veteran
forensic pathologist with extensive experience
and familiarity with rape murder cases, and
question of whether a victim was raped and
sodomized prior to or after dying was a relevant
circumstance of death for which a qualified
forensic pathologist might offer an opinion in an
appropriate case. West's Ann.Cal.Evid.Code §

Criminal Law
as to evidence

,~Instruction

Any error by trial court in giving jury instruction
on other bad acts evidence was harmless at
capital murder trial, even if instructions failed to
distinguish between offenses introduced for the
limited purpose of determining defendant's
intent to sexually assault victim and those
admitted for the purpose of impeaching
defendant's credibility; there was direct and
circumstantial evidence strongly supporting the
conclusion that, contrary to his denials at trial,
defendant's intent upon entering victim's
residence was to sexually assault her, and,
during closing argument, the prosecution was
careful to distinguish between the specific
limited purposes for which each prior crime had
been admitted. CALJIC 2.50.

Criminal Law
and mental condition

720.

[35]

Criminal Law

The trial court's determination that a witness
qualifies as an expert is a matter of discretion
that will not be disturbed absent a showing of
manifest abuse. West's Ann.Cal.Evid.Code §
720.

Constitutional Law
Criminal Law

Criminal Law

4966 ...

[37]

expert testimony at capital murder trial, as
opinion that rape and sodomy had taken place
before victim died provided an informed
forensic context that went beyond the jurors'
common fund of information and could have
assisted the jury in determining defendant's
intent and timing in sexually assaulting victim,
which was relevant to the special circumstance
allegations that the murder took place during the
commission of rape, sodomy, and burglary.
West's Ann.Cal.Evid.Code § 801.

Criminal Law
and mental condition

~Bodily

A forensic pathologist who has performed an
autopsy is generally permitted to offer an expert
opinion not only as to the cause and time of
death but also as to circumstances under which
the fatal injury could or could not have been
inflicted. West's Ann.Cal.Evid.Code § 720.

[38]

Criminal Law
i&"''Knowledge, Experience. and Skill
[41]

[39}

The jury need not be wholly ignorant of the
subject matter of the expert opinion in order for
it to be admissible; rather, expert opinion
testimony will be excluded only when it would
add nothing at all to the jury's common fund of
information, or when the subject of inquiry is
one of such common knowledge that men of
ordinary education could reach a conclusion as
intelligently
as
the
witness.
West's
Ann.Cal.Evict.Code § 80 I.

Criminal Law
testimony in general

~""Medical

Forensic pathologist, when testifying at capital
murder trial, could rely on "extrinsic" factors,
such as the presence of a foreign object in
victim's vagina, the presence of sperm in the
rectum, the cause of death as blunt force trauma
and strangulation, the circumstances of the
crime scene including the position of victim's
and defendant's statements to law
enforcement. when
opinion concerning
of victim's sexual assault

[40]

Criminal Law

Criminal Law
of common knowledge or observation
in general

~Matters

Once an expert witness establishes knowledge
of a subject sufficient to permit his or her
opinion to be considered by a jury, the question
of the degree of the witness's knowledge goes to
the weight of the evidence and not its
admissibility. West's Ann.Cal.Evid.Code § 720.

[42)

Criminal Law
evidence
Capital murder defendant's counsel failed to

54 Ca!.4th 1
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against or sympathy for accused
An objection that an expert is unqualified to
render an opinion is not the equivalent of an
objection that the opinion is more prejudicial
than probative. West's Ann.Cal.Evict.Code §§
352, 720, 80 I.

Evidence is not "unduly prejudicial" under the
Evidence Code merely because it strongly
implicates a defendant and casts him or her in a
bad light, or merely because the defendant
contests that evidence and points to allegedly
contrary evidence. West's Ann.Cal.Evict.Code §
352.
I Cases that cite this headnote

[44]

Criminal Law
rBodily condition
Forensic pathologist's expert opm10n that
murder victim was sexually assaulted prior to
murder, rather than after, was not more
prejudicial than probative at capital murder trial;
opinion was highly relevant to defendant's
intent and timing in sexually assaulting victim
and to the special circumstance allegations that
the murder took place during the commission of
rape, sodomy, and burglary, and opinion was the
clinical conclusion of a medical expert, not the
type of evidence uniquely designed to evoke an
emotional or irrational response from jurors,
who were instructed not to be influenced by
passion, sympathy, or prejudice and to
conscientiously consider and weigh the evidence
in applying the law. West's Ann.Cal.Evict.Code
§§
720, 801.

[47]

Criminal Law
~;&Opinion

Any error at capital murder trial in admitting
expert forensic pathologist's testimony that
victim was sexually assaulted before, rather than
after, murder was harmless error in light of
ample evidence that defendant entered victim's
residence to sexually assault her and thus
formed the intent to rape prior to victim's death.
West's Ann.Cal.Evict.Code§§ 720, 80[; Wesfs
Ann.Cal.Penal Code§ 187.

[.a8]

Criminal Law
~'"After

[45]

Criminal Law
for accused

evidence

party

evidence has rested

Capital murder defendant was not entitled to
reopen case, after prosecution moved to strike
evidence of defendant's hospitalization, to admit
testimony of clinical psychologist describing
defendant's personality disorder and the effects
of alcohol intoxication on him, as
was
available
defense counsel consulted
m
the

witness.

